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INTRODUCTION
I had the great good fortune to have been raised in a small town.
Dwight D. Eisenhower

In the fall of 1999 I was on a tour of possible
landscape architecture, historic preservation
studio projects in Central Massachusetts. I was
driving with a number of other graduate students
in search of the town of Rutland, where a
preservation study of the town common was to
take place. Our route circled around a bit as we
picked our way to find a road leading in the right
direction, a state highway that led through the
center of the town of Holden and then into the
center of Rutland. Driving through Holden was
a nightmare; it was nowhere near rush hour but
the traffic was snarled all along the main street,
with cars trying to enter and exit the numerous
strip-developed shopping centers and businesses.
It was a landscape designed for the automobile,
not the pedestrian.
As we drove on past the center of Holden, the
traffic ebbed away and the crowded businesses
fell by the wayside. Soon we spied a “Welcome
to Rutland” sign. Instead of strip malls, we were
passing by wooded areas and scattered modest
houses interspersed with a few businesses. Soon
a small strip mall appeared, making us all think
that we might be entering into another heavily
developed area. Instead, the scenery returned to
a mix of houses and a few businesses. Then as
the car started up a sweeping incline, we seemed
to step back in time. The houses were cohesive
with a regular rhythm and pattern. Trees
separated the sidewalk and front yards from the
street. At the crest of the hill, it was clear that we
had arrived at the center of the town. On our right
stood a large fire station with its flag proudly
waving in the wind; just past it stood a
monumental building that proved to be the
Community Hall — our destination. It was here
that we joined our studio group and two members
of the Rutland Master Planning Committee, Mike
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Sullivan and Dick Williams, our tour guides of
the Rutland Town Center.
The two longtime residents briefly described their
town, a place each of them had grown to love.
Pride was evident in their voices as they spoke.
Each building or plot of land had a story and was
tied to people who they knew. They where aware
of local happenings (e.g., the plan for the new
library, a newly arrived baby, who had bought
the old farm outside of the town center). It
appeared there was a large collective knowledge
of history and culture in this community.
The tour started with Dick Williams pointing out
the beautiful view of distant peaks that could be
seen from the high point behind the Community
Hall and fire station. Our guides explained that
Rutland had long been known for its clean air and
water as well as for the health benefits that
accompany those qualities. In fact, historically
Rutland had been a place that people traveled to
recuperate from the stresses of life. In front of the
Community Hall was an oddly shaped, linear
common with mature sugar maple trees, war
monuments and sitting areas. Across the street
from the Hall stood a small-time, local gas station.
At the far end of a second linear common stood a
historic fire station with a historic graveyard on
an adjoining lot. The first meetinghouse was once
on the site of the fire station; now a marker records
its former presence. The sun streamed down from
a cloudless blue sky, lighting the two long linear
greens that lay at the center of the town. Our tour
was over and it was time to head home.
Rather than drive directly home, my small group
decided to scout out a meal in town before
leaving. We converged upon a pizza parlor
nestled at the top of Maple Avenue and across
Page 1

the street from the fire station. The restaurant
proclaimed to be the oldest, continuously
running, business location in town — a business
had been in operation on that site since the mid1700s. This building had originally housed the
general store and had also once served as a post
office. It is described in a book recalling the history
of Rutland as “(a) building older than the State
or Federal Constitution. Countless numbers of
people have passed through its doors. It had a
fine record in the past and will leave nostalgic
memories,” (Murphy, p.98). The general store, as
was true for the rest of the town, had passed
through many hands and had changed with the

times, yet it was still a unique place. There was
something special about Rutland: not just the old
general store, the open sky and views or our
charismatic tour guides, but the people here were
proud of their town and they had reason to be.
I chose to work with Rutland for the historic
preservation studio and from that experience
elected to continue my venture with the town for
my master ’s project. I have become very
interested in how historic preservation can be
used in combination with downtown
preservation and zoning by-laws to influence the
physical impacts of growth pressures on a small
town.

The Town of Rutland is located in the middle of Massachusetts, as
indicated by the box in the above map. It is just northwest of
Worcester, the county seat and the closest major city.

The Town Center of Rutland is located in the approximate middle
of the town, where Routes 56 and 122A intersect, as shown with the
box above.
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Project Summary
Throughout the United States many small towns
are facing development pressure. Many
downtowns are dying or in danger due to
competing large commercial developments
outside the town center. More economic
opportunities and incentives are needed in order
to survive. Some communities respond to this
pressure, while others simply let it roll over their
town. In Rutland, Massachusetts, a small town
of approximately 6,200 people, the townspeople
are taking a step back to view their town and
evaluate their situation before they lose their
community character.
A key event that raised town consciousness was
the demolition of a Greek Revival house in the
center of town in September of 1999. This
demolition made way for a Dunkin Donuts
franchise. It was the sudden sense of losing
control that brought a University of
Massachusetts Historic Preservation Studio to
Rutland during the fall of 1999. The studio group
provided the town with various preservation
design alternatives to accommodate the uses in
the town center. What could a small town do to
accommodate its needs? The townspeople
wanted to preserve their small town character.
They needed to have a long-range plan for the
town center that considered both the historic
integrity and the need to maintain or expand
business uses in the town center. A part of this
process would also include assessing the zoning
in the center of town. The town has supported
planning and design studies that have helped in
this process. Now this master ’s project will
provide a clear plan of action for the town to use
in its efforts to preserve the character of the town
center.
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Greek Revival House that was demolished in the town center of
Rutland.

The issues that will be addressed include defining
small town character, providing tools and
techniques to preserve small town character,
studying the town of Rutland and making final
recommendations for the town center of Rutland.
The townspeople can then incorporate these
recommendations into their ongoing planning
process. To date, the planning process has
involved writing a master plan, which takes into
consideration many aspects of town character.
The master plan contains a chapter that focuses
on the character of the town center and includes
both information and recommendations from this
master’s project. Currently the planning process
is focussed on rewriting zoning by-laws, which
have also taken into consideration the
recommendations of this project.
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Structure of the Report
Chapter One: Small Town Character
This study begins defining small town character
through a literature review, which concentrates
on the aspects of small town character that relate
specifically to the Rutland town center. A
combination of physical factors, economic issues
and social patterns characterize a small town.
Some of the physical factors that set small towns
apart from larger towns and cities include spatial
organization and land use patterns. Unique
topography and circulation patterns often serve
to differentiate between one town and the
adjoining community, just as street trees often
play an important role in announcing a town
center or a special spot, while also providing
definition to open spaces.

People have often lived their whole lives in or
near a small town and share their experiences
with their neighbors. There are many
opportunities for people to meet and become
involved in community activities. The idea of
living in a small community with small town
character is a selling point for many homebuyers.
Many people seek a town in which to live and
raise families that is a manageable size with a
history, places to shop and neighbors to meet.
Throughout the Master Planning process,
residents confirmed that their main reasons for
living in Rutland were the people, the character,
and the sense of safety.

Chapter Two: Tools and Techniques
With people moving to small towns, a question
arises as to how towns maintain their character.
This spurs an investigation of the many different
tools and techniques that can be used to preserve
a town’s character. The first step in this study will
be to take the tools for the preservation of
downtown character and organize them into three
major topics: historic preservation, business
revitalization and zoning by-laws. This will be
followed by a study of the practices of historic
preservation. A brief overview of the roots of
historic preservation will be presented in
conjunction with a review of some of the
important tools and techniques being used today.

A typical small town main street with businesses .

Character-defining features are often specific
structures like memorials as well as combinations
of structures like the traditional grouping of
municipal, business, religious and residential
structures in the town center. Economically there
is a symbiotic relationship between the business
owners and town residents. Business owners
often support town events just as residents
support their businesses. The support that the
business owners give ranges from school groups
and sports teams to town events. In return,
residents are often willing to patronize a
convenient local business rather than a chain
store. Finally there are factors that relate to the
social patterns of town residents. These factors
include both their backgrounds and personalities.
Page 4

Materials such as Preservation through Bylaws and Ordinances
were used to study zoning practices used in historic preservation.
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Following the review of historic preservation will
be a review of downtown revitalization
techniques with a brief history of their successes
and failures. Finally, a study of zoning practices
used in historic preservation and business
revitalization will be conducted. After all of these
topics are addressed, the means to link the tools
together will be discussed.
A number of studies will be conducted to assess
the costs and benefits of different town character
preservation and revitalization techniques. These
will be integrated into the discussion of tools and
techniques. The studies include: Haddonfield,
New Jersey; Groton, Medfield and Millbury,
Massachusetts; and Coventry Village of Coventry,
Connecticut. To complement these studies are a
number of individual tools and techniques taken
from a range of “model” towns. These will also
be integrated into the discussion of tools and
techniques and will be used to illustrate how other
towns faced or are in the process of facing similar
issues to those in Rutland. These issues include
basic historic preservation and business
revitalization topics such as design and business
district guidelines. Zoning by-laws that relate to
historic preservation and business revitalization,
like demolition delays, town center overlay
districts and business districts, are also included.
All of the tools and techniques are intended to
present a range of options that other localities
have used to preserve their unique town character
in the face of growth and development pressures.

Chapter Three: Rutland
Following the review of historic preservation,
downtown revitalization, and zoning practices,
the investigation will focus on Rutland. One of
the first steps of study is to understand: the town
history, current issues and local interest groups.
The current situation section includes
demographics, governmental organization and
the issues relevant to the planning and zoning
process. The master plan has been revised and
approved by the Planning Board during the
course of this project and included input from this
master’s project in the chapter focussed on the
town center. The zoning by-laws are in a
continuing process of being updated and
rewritten, and they have also included input from
this project.
Understanding the people of Rutland, in all their
diversity, is a great challenge. Awareness of
development pressures is high and public
participation is greater than it has been in the
recent past. An important component of this study
has been attending the bi-monthly zoning by-law
subcommittee meetings and keeping in contact
with Pam Brown, an attorney and planning
consultant (formerly affiliated with Beals and
Thomas), who was in charge of writing the master
plan and is rewriting the Town’s land use by-laws
and regulations. Work on this project has included
a continuing dialogue with members of the
Master Planning Committee and a number of
local interest groups such as the Historic
Commission, Historic Society, Rutland
Development
and
Industrial Commission,
representatives of other
local boards and the
Rutland
business
community. Together
the history, current
issues and local interest
groups help illustrate
the
character
of
Rutland.

An image of the Sunny Common in the Town Center of Rutland.
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Chapter Four: Recommendations
Once introduced to the specific situation of
Rutland, the research phase concludes with a plan
of action for the town, including both immediate
and long-term actions and goals. This action plan
includes recommended programs for the town to
become involved in to benefit the downtown area.
While some recommendations, such as a historic
district, may not be appropriate for immediate
implementation, they can be included in longrange plans. Alternative options, such as a
neighborhood conservation district, could be
implemented immediately. Specific zoning bylaws are suggested for inclusion in the rewriting
of the current by-laws. These by-laws explicate
how zoning practices have aided other
communities in the process of maintaining small
town character.

Chapter Five: Final Reflections

Historic aerial photo of the Rutland Town Center from 1927.
(courtesy Rutland Historic Society)

After providing the recommendations, a short
discussion reflecting upon the process of
completing this assessment of small town
character and the challenge of providing
recommendations for the preservation of small
town character is included. The reflections review
both the challenges and benefits of implementing
visionary plans in the arena of small town politics
and summarizes the experience of this project as
a whole, along with the knowledge gained in the
course of conducting the project.
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CHAPTER 1
SMALL TOWN CHARACTER
Each hamlet or village or town should be a place, its own place. This is not a matter of fake
historicism or artsy-craftsy architecture. It is a matter of respect for things existing, subtle
patterns of place woven from vistas and street widths and the siting and color and scale of
stores, houses, and trees.
Robert B. Riley
“New Mexico Villages in a Future Landscape” 1969
A dynamic, diverse, compact and efficient center that has evolved and been maintained at a
human scale, with an easily accessible central core of commercial and community services,
residential units, and recognizable natural and built landmarks that provide a sense of place
and orientation.
The State of New Jersey’s definition of Community of Place
from Visions For a New American Dream, by Anton Nelessen
Small towns are the places where some people
grew up. Generally they are held dear in
memories and serve as touchstones for modern
living. Twenty-five percent of Americans live in
small towns, certainly a decrease from the 70
percent that lived in small towns or rural areas
one hundred years ago; yet, they are an important
part of our culture (Craycroft and Fazio). In fact,
numerous "new urbanist" housing developments
are designed to replicate the features of smalltown America. Many people are moving out of
the metropolitan areas, which once emptied out
the small towns, and returning to their roots.
Some come back to these towns to raise their
children, while others are trying to get away from
the hustle and bustle of city life; here they join
those who never left. What is so special about
these towns? What is it that people remember,
imagine and yearn for? What is small town
character?
There is no one item that defines the character of
a small town. Instead, character is a combination
of physical factors, economic issues and social
patterns that create the image of the small town.
The small town is a microcosm that holds the

Chapter 1 - Small Town Character

“American” ideals of community, government
and freedom. In Common Place the author
describes the key elements that define these
ideals: “preserve sacred places, places of beauty,
open space… conserving, revitalizing and
infilling existing urban centers and towns need
to be given a higher priority… a spatially coherent
and cohesive sense of place, of neighborhood, and
of community that builds on what is locally
unique…strengthening of the public realm, with
face-to-face interaction, citizen participation”
(Kelbaugh, p. 48). Within this description, some
of the unique qualities that relate to the three key
elements (physical, economic and social factors)
of small town character are highlighted. Without
a dynamic combination of these elements, there
is no character to preserve. The lively interactions
of the physical environment, the economic
interests and the social connections create a
unique environment that has come to be
threatened. Many other unique environments,
such as close-knit center city neighborhoods and
freshwater wetlands, have also succumbed to
such pressures. While development and growth
haven’t consumed the character of all small towns
yet, those forces threaten the character of many.
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Small towns exist in many forms: mill towns,
college towns, coal towns, farm towns; there is
no single reality. This project focuses not on a
specific form of small town, as many towns
exhibit a mix of influences from industry to
farming. Instead, it approaches the study from a
regional perspective, so as to chose qualities that
relate to the study town best. However, there are
some relevant examples taken from outside the
New England area. A discussion of the threats to
small town character and some strategies to
control the threats will conclude this chapter.

Idealized New England small town scene.

New England Small Town
The stereotypical image of the quaint New
England town or village comes complete with a
church steeple and a dusting of snow or a
scattering of brightly colored autumn leaves.
Often the church sits upon the town common, a
general store is not far away and a number of
charming residential houses are scattered
throughout the town center. While this image may
not ring true for every small town in New
England, it does serve to point out some of the
main physical features of small town New
England. These features often include a
recognizable town center, a town common, a
number of historic buildings and a distinctive
automobile and pedestrian circulation pattern.
There are also generally at least a few important
businesses in these towns, whether it is the lone
gas station, a grouping of stores, service providers
running businesses out of their homes or some
combination thereof. Such businesses enable the
town to provide job opportunities and satisfy
some of the community’s needs. Within these
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towns, the population is small enough that people
know their neighbors socially, are often active in
community affairs and are interested in the future
of their town. The size of small towns varies
greatly, but for the purpose of this project they
shall be defined as ranging between 500 and
10,000 residents. Traditions tend to hold fast in
the small town, with residents meeting at church
services, school events, town celebrations, local
businesses and in their neighborhoods. These
elements come together to produce unique
characteristics distinctive to each small town.
While investigating the character of a New
England small town, one must be careful not to
fall into the trap of discussing only the idealized
character. Many towns do not have all the charm
of the ideal, or have been restored to an idealized,
historically inaccurate state — “the New England
Village became a stereotyped, romanticized
commodity as early as the nineteenth century”
(Francaviglia, 1996, p. 112). In addition, there is
not just one identity for the small towns of New
England or anywhere across the country. Some
towns have been developed with an economic
base of agriculture, others with a foundation of
manufacturing, others are tied to trade and
commercial factions and still more are built upon
a combination of all of these factors. Some towns
are growing because of their proximity to a large
city, others have lost both population and
economic resources, while a lucky few have
prospered through the years, maintaining a small
population due to other factors. However these
towns differ, there are many features that serve
to unify them and these are the factors that this
section investigates.

Chapter 1 - Small Town Character

Physical Features
New England small towns exhibit many
interesting physical features. Some of the most
important are the town center, the town common,
the commercial and residential buildings, and the
automobile and pedestrian circulation patterns.
These features are represented in many small
towns across the region and combine to create the
stereotypical image of a New England village
discussed earlier in this chapter. Each element
has it’s own importance, yet functions in
conjunction with the other physical features to
create a complete picture.

Town Center
One of the most important physical features of
the small town character is the town center. The
very fact that the town has a distinctive and
recognizable central area that the passerby can
distinguish and in which residents can shop and
gather, makes a small town unique. The landscape
of the small town as a whole has grown up around
these centers. This was where the first churches,
town halls and commercial buildings were built
and often remain. Frequently, mature trees and
unique topography, such being located at a high
point in town, may serve to announce a town
center and play an important role in identifying
that town as a unique place. The businesses in
the town center often serve as meeting places for
the town’s inhabitants and as providers of goods
and services to the community.

Businesses in a town center.

Buildings at the center of town are clustered
together with their lot sizes and setbacks often
increasing as one moves away from the center
(Arendt). Neighbors in the village or town center
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can converse from their front porches with people
walking down the street; and, in more rural areas,
neighbors could travel to the town center to
socialize at the general store or post office. There
is a sense of community that comes with the
“human scale” of design, where buildings do not
dominate the surroundings and a pedestrian feels
comfortable walking along the sidewalk. These
characteristics are not relics of a bygone era; the
intimate scale is present to this day in many small
towns. A resident of Hanover, New Hampshire
comments on the accessibility of the scale present
in many small towns: “I walk to town nearly
everyday…I go to the post office or library or
bookstore…all this is a big part of my life and I
wouldn’t dream of doing it other than on foot”
(Bryson, p. 102).

Today, monuments stand upon commons for the militiamen who
served in the American Revolution and to the many other service
people who the town sent to the conflicts that have followed.

In addition, the business districts of the town
centers are built to allow the shopper to see
merchandise as he or she walks by, not to be
viewed from the car window at 50 miles per hour.
Generally it is in the downtown area that activities
such as celebrations and town gatherings take
place. The traditional Fourth of July parade, fairs,
outdoor concerts and holiday celebrations take
place in the town center. Sometimes even sporting
events or contests take place on or through the
town centers. In the past, local militias marched
upon the commons and gatherings were held
under the trees. Today, monuments stand upon
commons for the militiamen who served in the
American Revolution and to the many other
service people who the town sent to the conflicts
that have followed. The town center is often
where people meet and socialize. The center is
where a combination of uses, such as the
traditional mix of municipal, business and
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religious buildings, allows a small town to
provide for the basic needs of its residents in a
central location. As the populations of small
towns grow it becomes increasingly important to
maintain the town center that holds both the
distinctive features that create which town
identity and the service areas that provide for the
citizens.

19th Century image of Salem Common.

Town Common
As mentioned previously, the common was often
the central point around which the town grew.
One of the most loved physical features of the
New England town is the village green or town
common (these terms will be used
interchangeably throughout the paper). These did
not always begin as a planned space, but they
quickly evolved to become the central node
around which the town grew. The shape and use
of the common have reflected many changes over
time. The common began as a gathering place for
livestock before they were led to pasture. During
Victorian times, commons were beautified and
used as major social and gathering areas; now
they are generally used as informal open spaces
by most New England towns (Fleming). The
church steeple rising high above the common
announces the town center from across the hilly
countryside, as it did when the original settlers
were first able to build a suitable church. The
ideals of the Victorian era are still seen on the
traditional common: “the importance of time (as
seen in the clock), order (as seen in the regular
paths cut into the public space), democratic values
(as seen in the access to the public meetings at
Page 10

the village hall), and the increasing importance
of leisure (as seen in the familiar gazebo)”
(Francaviglia, 1996, p. 85).
Residents of small towns often have strong
connections to the town common. Older residents
may have memories of an event that took place
20 or 30 years ago, while newcomers may have
fallen in love with the pictures they saw at the
historic society or have hopes to be part of a future
event. It has even been said that “the idea, of land
held in common, as – more than park or
playground – part of a manifest, workaday
covenant with the Bestower of a new continent,
has permanently imprinted the maps of these
towns, and lengthens the perspectives of those
who live within them” (Fleming, 1982, p. ix).
Perhaps the common has profound effects upon
people; perhaps it is simply a relic of a bygone
era as are many of the remaining farms of New
England. Whatever the case may be, they are a
widely loved and cherished part of the New
England townscape. Today the common is more
than a patch of green; it holds a memory of a
different time for townspeople. Residents often
do not use the common to the degree the
inhabitants in the past centuries did; however but
it makes a significant impact on the appearance
of the town center, a symbolic Eden of refuge from
the business of everyday life. It is a crucial piece
of the equation formulating small town character
that must be preserved.

Present day image of the town common in Amherst, MA.
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Buildings
As discussed at the beginning of this chapter,
churches are often identified with the New
England small town. They contribute to the sense
of place and announce to the traveler that he or
she has reached the heart of the town, as
corroborated by the other important buildings
that are often located in the town center. The
beauty of the churches was commented upon by
an 18th Century traveler saying, “they are found
at the distances of five, six and seven miles; and
with their handsome spires and cupolas, almost
universally white, add an exquisite beauty to the
landscape and perpetually refresh the eye of the
traveler” (Stilgoe, p. 56). In the past, civic notices
were posted on the church doors or in the taverns
or inns that sat close to the church or meeting
house. These buildings, along with a general store
and later a gas station or diner, signaled a
traveler’s arrival at the center of town.
Within the buildings of the town there are
elements of consistency that reflect the different
eras which the town has gone through.
Architectural features illustrate the unique history
of the town. The buildings were built over the
centuries. Lucy Lippard, a noted commentator on
American art and living, mentions this
phenomena in her book Lure of the Local, “Over
time houses become pastiches. They gain and lose
stories, change roof angles, wings, shutters,
chimneys, architectural detail, resulting in what
Thomas Schlereth has called a ‘time collage’: ‘one
will often find, lined up along a single streetscape
or clustered about a civic space, a series of artifacts
from different chronological eras of a
communities history’ or individual buildings that
incorporate several eras at once” (Lippard, p. 93).

Examples of town center buildings from different time periods in
Belchertown, MA.
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The buildings illustrate how the town developed
and feature new innovations in building over the
centuries. Other built works, such as memorials
that honor past citizens, share local history with
both town citizens and visitors. Clusters of
buildings create spaces and allow for a unique
experience. Gordon Cullen discusses this
phenomenon in his book, Townscape: “bring a
dozen buildings together and an art other than
architecture is made possible. Several things begin
to happen in a group of buildings, and as a corner
is turned an unexpected building is suddenly
revealed…the space created between buildings is
seen to have a life of its own” (Cullen, p. 7).
Buildings can also illustrate the economic history
of the town. Periods of wealth are seen in more
lavish detailing on structures, while times of need
are shown by an era of more modest structures
or time gaps in building. Even in towns with a
great disparity of wealth there are consistencies
that tie a community together and illustrate the
different periods of town history. “The standard
use of wooden clapboard construction, traditional
shapes and roof pitches, and a familiar rhythm of
well-proportioned windows are all ingredients.
The visual unity within the diverse levels was
accomplished more or less unconsciously, based
on available historic building practices, available
materials, and abundant local examples to copy,
adapt and refine” (Center for Rural
Massachusetts, 1988, p. 5). These consistencies are
depicted in particular periods of the town’s
history, not over the entire history of the town.
In addition, there are other consistencies that tie
all small towns together. Perhaps this is due to
the persistence of certain families in a town or a
particular tradesman. Sometimes a builder
constructed numerous buildings in town during
a particular era, just as the same stonemason cut
many of the headstones in the cemetery. The
acclaimed observer of the American landscape,
J.B. Jackson, describes this phenomenon as a style,
“Classical…a rhythmic repetition (not to say
occasional monotony) is a Classical trait, the
consequence of devotion to clarity and order. But
the style also possesses spaciousness and dignity”
(J.B. Jackson, 1984, p.67).
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Like the town common the buildings of a town
can serve to define the town and give the town a
unique focal point or provide an rare assemblage
of historical styles. The history of the good and
bad times of the town is seen in the styles and
materials of the buildings just as surely as it is
written on the gravestones in the cemetery.
Preservation of existing structures and assurance
of compatible infill in the town center must be
strongly considered when planning for the
preservation of small town character.

Like the town common the buildings of a town can serve to define
the town and give the town a unique focal point or provide an rare
assemblage of historical styles.

Circulation Patterns
As with the buildings and their spatial layout,
roads have developed over time and were
constructed as they were needed. Unique patterns
have been created that respond to the natural
features of the land. They curve to follow the path
of a nearby stream, or dip and rise allowing for
scenic views as they react to the topography of
the land. Often these roads were initially simple
dirt lanes built to accommodate light traffic of
horses with wagons or carriages and pedestrians,
not high-speed vehicles. Most New England
villages and towns established their roads before
the onset of the automobile or any other type of
automated transport. They were built at a human
scale. Many of the older roads have not been
greatly widened since the advent of the
automobile and necessitate that drivers slow
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A number of small
towns of New England
still have a few old dirt
roads cutting through
the forest from one paved
village cluster to
another.

Unique patterns have been created that respond to the natural
features of the land.

Physical Features Summary

Roads have developed over time and were constructed as they were
needed.

down and glimpse the scenery. A number of small
towns of New England still have a few old dirt
roads cutting through the forest from one paved
village cluster to another.
Other dirt roads have been reconstructed over
time and many are paved and bear the name of
the family that lived upon the old country lane of
centuries past. Yet still the old allées of maples
bear witness to the time when they announced a
residence of substance to visitors and passersby.
Perhaps now they shade the sidewalk that runs
alongside the street, creating a safe place for
pedestrians to walk into the town center and do
errands. These circulation patterns must also be
preserved while accommodating for the needs of
today’s modern transportation and striving to
retain the regard for the environment of the past.
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Of these physical factors — Town Center, Town
Common, Buildings and Circulation Patterns —
one is not more important than the other. What
good is it to save a town common if the traffic
circulation is changed and isolates that space of
refuge? Similarly, what is the point of creating
stringent design standards for the historic
buildings in the downtown if the business and
municipal uses that attracted people to the town
center are removed or the new buildings in the
town center destroy the integrity of the town
center as a whole? The buildings are dependant
upon the circulation patterns to bring pedestrians
by their front doors, as the town center is
dependent upon the circulation pattern to bring
visitors through the town center and not bypass
the community completely. Without a viable town
center the town common becomes a neglected
plot of grass instead of a vibrant gathering space.
The physical features of a small town function
together and must be preserved in harmony and
unity rather than as separate unrelated entities.
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Economic Factors
Small town economies and the American
economy as a whole were once more selfsufficient. This was before the dawn of
mechanization and industry. The local economy
translated to any goods and services you could
produce or purchase from the general store or
barter for with neighbors. After industry took
hold, more people were freed from working on
the farm and there were more retail businesses
located on Main Street or in the town center. The
economy was still driven by the ability of the town
to support itself and the ability of neighboring
towns to supply what goods could not be
provided locally. Times have changed. Phillip
Herr discusses this change in Saving Place, “the
resource based industries and small scale
manufacturing on which towns relied in the past
are declining in some areas, this downturn is
offset by the growth of service functions such as
vacation and second homes, academic and
institutional centers, retirement communities, and
sometimes, bedroom communities” (Herr, p.8).
Today small town economic issues can be
assessed by how well they provide for their
residents in supplying jobs and services,
supporting the community and accommodating
for a sustainable future.

Jobs and Services
Residents may still have their own businesses but
they are less often product-oriented and are
generally small, service-providing businesses that
are run out of their homes or small offices within
the community. Others travel to nearby towns or
cities to work; and there is no longer an absolute
need for goods to be provided locally. “Today
anyone with a car can drive a hundred miles or
more between dusk and dawn, to and from any
number of suburban malls on the periphery of
Atlanta or Minneapolis in the same manner that
our grandparents once drove from farm to
town…The shopping mall has become both
catalogue and the general store, and “Main Street”
as a viable shopping center began to whither”
(Plowden, 1994, p. 45). Modern technology has
changed the definition of “locally” and widely
expanded the ability of the consumer to travel for
goods or simply to have goods delivered to his
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or her doorstep. Yet there are still downtowns
with active commercial uses in the town center.
Businesses no longer need to provide all goods
and services to their customers; still, many small
towns retain a store that serves a general store
role. Some others provide specialty items that
cannot be found just anywhere. Some small
communities have a number of similar businesses
such as antique shops or craft galleries that attract
out-of-town consumers.
These small businesses are invested in the people,
as they need the community to survive. Business
owners want the town to thrive, not just survive,
as their economic success is closely tied to that of
the community. They are more willing to aid a
customer because they know the customer
personally, perhaps their children are classmates
in school or they serve on a local board together.
In addition, they provide local job opportunities.
The local shop and business owners also offer
important opportunities for area residents,
whether it is seasonal work for laborers or
permanent positions for their neighbors. There is
a willingness to work with the town to resolve
conflicts because they depend on business from
the townspeople. Many times the town itself is a
big employer of residents through the school
systems
and
governmental
offices. Without the
ability to provide
jobs and services,
many small towns
would constrain
their
economic
opportunities and
cease to be viable
entities.
The
economic resources
of a community
need to be taken
into consideration
when planning for
the future of a small
town.
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Community Support
Businesses do more than provide services to small
towns, they also support the community by
sponsoring local little leagues, junior basketball
teams, parades and events. They give back to the
community what the community has invested in
them and their businesses. Business owners may
also donate their time, expertise or materials to
support events or assist in building community
amenities. This investment is not just a
mechanism of survival but is a means of fostering
community spirit and providing a means for a
town to thrive. Businesses are also benefiting from
their efforts in that they receive free advertisement
or added business. The owners are often also
residents of the community and in their personal
time they can enjoy the event or amenity they
sponsored. The cooperation and teamwork
involving local businesses serve to create an
important foundation of community within a
small town.

Sustainable Future
Today’s downtowns hold differing degrees of
usefulness to the modern resident. Some have
adapted to the times by providing services that
cannot be attained elsewhere or by becoming a
tourist attraction. Others have found ways to
compete with the large chain stores by increasing
convenience, providing specialty items and
increasing quality of service. By providing an
“attractive pedestrian setting, good automobile
access and public activities” (Daniels, Keller, and
Lapping, p. 247), a small commercial district has
a better chance of long-term viability. Without
this viability, a strong future can not be assured
and it will be hard to attract new businesses to
come to a small town center or to keep older
businesses there. The sustainability of a town
center is an important factor when attempting to
provide for the future of a community.

funeral home, pharmacy and a newspaper. All
other services can be purchased in nearby
communities. But if you have to leave town to
buy a loaf of bread, fill your prescription, be
buried, eat an occasional meal, or read the
newspaper then you are probably no longer a
community” (Daniels, Keller, and Lapping, p.
263). These entities and provisions become yet
another integral part of the equation that forms
small town community character.

Economic Factors Summary
Jobs and services, sustainable future and
community support are important factors that
play a role in determining a small town’s
economic success. Small towns are no longer self
sustaining units, they are part of a larger
marketplace yet they are more drastically effected
by change than larger, more diverse communities
or cities. Recent studies have shown that the
presence of an economic development
coordinator can assist in preparing a small town
for change , or help recover from a downturn. One
such study concludes, "The impression from a
14,700-mile trip that I recently took visiting 160
small towns of 4,000 population and under...is
that successful towns seem to have a full-time or
almost full-time economic director," (Becker, p.4).
Other factors sited by studies of economic
recovery also note the degree of cooperation and
willingness that local leaders have to work with
outside resources such as consultants and state
agency employees (Root and Leistritz). In
summary a small town must be responsive to
change in order to secure stability and success.
The means to success vary from finding a new
industry or large employer to creating a cultural
center or tourist attraction.

Without viable economies the future of small
towns across the country are in danger. By
supporting local employers and making sure that
there are some local service providers, a small
town “retain(s) … services that create a sense of
community: a grocery store, café/restaurant,
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Social Patterns and Traditions
In the past 50 years, small town character has
become an increasingly important selling point
for homebuyers. Towns with such character are
known as quiet safe places in which to live. “The
small town as a place of consistency in morals
and relationships and place where one’s identity
can find root and nourishment is a powerful
cultural theme” (Carlton-LaNey, Edwards and
Reid, 1999, p. 5). There is something missing from
people’s hectic lives. “There is a need for intimate
human relationships, for the security of a settled
home and associations, for spiritual unity, and for
orderly transmission of the basic cultural
inheritance. These the small community at its best
can supply” (Robertson, 1978, p. 20). The fastpaced life and the high-powered jobs of the city
cut people off from their neighbors and
sometimes even their own families. Personal
ambitions rise above the good of the community
as a whole. Yet from traveling through small
towns and interviewing many different people,
the authors of The Small Town Planning Book found:
”We learned the strength of America still lives in
the countryside. That strength is embodied in the
people we met – tending their farms and
businesses; concerned about their children; living
purposefully and without excess; and comfortable
with their lot” (Robertson, 1978, p.17). Several of
the prime social features that Randall Arendt’s
Rural by Design lists as distinguishing a small
town are: a sense of community, the greater
likelihood for a broader range of relationships and
friendships, increased sense of mutual
responsibility and support among neighbors and
opportunities for socializing.

you come to know over time” (Urbanska and
Levering, p. 5). Perhaps for some people this sense
of community can just as easily be found in the
city, a newly built subdivision or a large town;
but there seems to be a growing perception that
the small town is the magical entity that holds
the community in balance. The proliferation of
technology and the move from the industrial age
to the information age have also greatly changed
the effects of moving to a small town. No longer
do residents of a small town need to feel isolated
or deprived of desires. With computer access to
exotic goods and the ability to work via
telecommunication, people who move to small
towns can also enjoy the safety and security of a
small community.

Sense of Community
In researching the social values of the small town,
there were many interesting treatises on the
values of small town living. One of the most
interesting pieces was a guidebook written to
assist people interested in transitioning from
urban to small town life. It spoke of the benefits
of moving away from the city to a small town.
The guidebook states that one of the most
significant reasons for moving from urban to rural
or small town is “the desire for community, for
real-life interaction with genuine people whom
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There are no secrets in these towns, strangers are
noticed and treated to a conversational inquiry:
“You’re not from around here are you?” Just by
the fact that a town has a limited number of
individuals in it, the chances of getting to know
your neighbors is more feasible. But in a small
town there is something more apparent: a greater
Chapter 1 - Small Town Character

community pride, perhaps. Residents are
encouraged to participate in community politics.
It is suggested that the small town “offers an
environment where money can matter less than
character, where a premium is placed on longterm interest over short-term gain. Small towns
promote a slower pace and simpler living; in them
one person can make a difference” (Urbanska and
Levering, p. 12).
Families have lived in some towns for
generations; neighbors know your family not just
your face. With the influx of new residents, this
pattern can certainly change; yet there are many
places where the traditions hold fast and
transform the interlopers instead of being
transformed by them. Michael Hough discusses
this in reference to being a long-term resident of
a community: “My neighborhood is as ordinary
as one will find in any North American city. But
the street where I live has become part of my front
yard. It is important for the everyday contact
among neighbors, for the children who play
together, and for the sense of where I belong. The
yearly street party is a symbol of our collective
investment in the place” (Hough, p. 14). This same
feeling is evident in the small businesses on Main
Street where, if you are short on change, the worry
is waved away — they know you’ll be back. There
are many people that seek a town with these
characteristics in which to raise their families. In
addition small towns often afford young families
opportunities for land and real estate that they
could not afford in cities or exclusive
developments: “quality construction with quality
materials, huge yards with fine old trees, high
ceilings, wide porches, and most elusively,
‘charm’” (Craycroft & Fazio, p. 38). Those that
can’t find an established small town, live in new
subdivisions or towns that are modeled after the
settlement pattern of the traditional small town.

Socialization

league or soccer fields. There are opportunities
for parents to be involved in both school politics
and boards or simply to assist teachers in
classroom situations. This is one of the many
things that attracts couples with children to the
small town, a chance to feel secure about the
education of their children and to have an
opportunity to be involved in their children’s
education. Often school programs also are geared
towards gaining an understanding of the
surrounding community. Whether this be by
visiting local attractions, retirement communities
or historic sites, school children often have a
chance to get to know their community better
than do their parents.
As mentioned earlier, the town common and
parks as well as local businesses often serve as
gathering spots. Perhaps while getting your
automobile’s gas tank filled at Charlie’s, you hear
news about a neighbor; or over a cup of coffee at
the diner, you find out how the soccer team is
doing. Places like these are part of both the local
economy and the social traditions. A salesman
mentioned to an interviewer that “the first thing
he did when he hit town was to head for the café
on Main. He would sit down at the counter, or a
booth, order a cup of coffee and listen. He would
stay all morning and by lunchtime he said he
knew
everything
he
needed
to
know….’Everybody’ in town had come in for
coffee and to chat, and those who hadn’t were
known by those who had” (Plowden, 1994, p.33).
The social factors are the last part of the equation
that creates small town community character.
While they are integrally linked to the physical
features and the economic issues, they are also
important to the future of small town character.
Without the sense of community and socialization
provided for by the social factors, there would be
no fond memories that draw residents back to
small towns.

Schools bring the young and old together.
Children are dropped off and picked up by their
parents who socialize with the other parents who
are doing the same. Perhaps they carpool to after
school activities or meet up again at the little
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Threats
The very traits which set the small towns of New
England apart from other places are those that
are threatened by the people who cherish them,
as noted: “the paradoxical result is that rural
growth often threatens the very qualities which
originally made these communities attractive”
(Herr, p. 8). Due to the great desire to live in a
quaint, small town, there are many development
pressures facing New England’s small towns,
especially those near urban population or
commercial centers. A continuing trend of urban
migration out to the suburbs and rural areas
threatens the structure of small communities.
“Residents and visitors feel the effects: traffic
congestion, new development of commercial
strips and sprawling subdivisions, increased
housing costs, and loss of scenic views or special
retreats that citizens had taken for granted”
(Center for Rural Massachusetts, 1988, p.3).
Efforts must be made to preserve the special
heritage and history of the small towns. “Small
town are especially ill-equipped to deal with the
challenge of rapid, unplanned growth which
jeopardizes town character, natural resources,
open space, public services and infrastructure,
and the stock of affordable housing…. Most towns
are governed by by-laws which often unwittingly
prescribe development patterns that are
inappropriate for rural areas” (Center for Rural
Massachusetts, 1988, p. 7). Yet there is hope. As
the authors of a book focussing on successful
preservation of town character noted, “the towns
that have been most effective in deflecting
unwanted changes are those that have found their
defenses at the very heart of the community - in
the strengths and imaginations of the individuals”
(Robertson, 1978, p. 204).
The danger of the demise of Main Street in small
towns is an ever-present lion at the door. “Small
towns were decentralized and individual scopes
were broadened as communities were weakened
and dependence on corporate power structures
increased. With access to towns farther away,
businesses failed for lack of customers. Today the
process continues. Wal-Marts, regional malls, and
other Main Street murderers are accomplices to
their downfall. As self-employment falls, so does
local stability” (Lippard p. 151).
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A continuing trend of urban migration out to the suburbs and rural
areas threatens the structure of small communities.

What is the small town in opposition of? What
are the alternatives for people who neither want
to live in the city nor in an isolated hamlet? The
alternative has been the suburb: many of which
were planned to recreate some of the features of
a small town but which failed to include some of
their chief details. “New Urbanists” Andres
Duany and Elizabeth Plater-Zynerk engage in
planning new communities based on the
principles of small town ideals. They describe the
suburb as “less a community than an
agglomeration of houses, shops and offices
connected to one another by cars, not by the fabric
of human life…The structure of the suburb tends
to confine people to their houses and cars; it
discourages strolling, walking, mingling with
neighbors. The suburb is the last word in
privatization, perhaps even its lethal
consummation, and it spells the end to authentic
civil life” (Pindell, p. 5). Lucy Lippard, social
commentator, has noted further evidence of the
failures of the classic suburb to achieve a true
embodiment of the ideals of the small town. She
interviewed a man working in the Midwest and
wrote that: “He has recently been
commissioned…to document the ‘community’ in
a newly developed suburb where there is ‘no
main street or social center, nothing but stripChapter 1 - Small Town Character

malls for the locals to meet at’ ” (Lippard, p. 158).
The disappointment in the new suburb marks the
value of a town growing up over time.
What is it that is wrong with these new
communities? It seems in the planning of these
places people forgot what makes a town special
— the mix of elements and features that
distinguishes one community from another. It is
noted that “ ‘Good neighbors’ remains an
American ideal, but it has been pointed out that
subdivisions and anonymous bedroom
communities are often devoid of gathering places
where neighbors can plan strategies and discover
mutual strengths. Bars, cafes and other
commercial meeting grounds have been zoned
out of many areas. The lack of a common history
and the habit of transience means that even wellmeaning efforts at community can lack substance,
while an excess of shared history can lead to feuds
and cultural confinement” (Lippard, p. 24). In
addition the values of small town living are tied
into personal, active involvement rather than
impersonal, uniform, mass cultural responses to
problems. While the suburb is a threat to the small
town, it certainly does not match the distinctive
character of the small town. In fact, the small town
may owe the suburb for its recognition as a unique
entity worthy of preservation; for, without the
endless spread of the suburb would the small
town have been recognized?
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Summary
Each small town is a unique mosaic of physical,
economic and social patterns that have developed
over time, hold a place in the hearts of the
longtime residents and attract the new arrivals.
One could replicate the physical form of a
community exactly and still fail to succeed in
achieving a replication of the heart and soul of
the town. While this is beginning to be
understood and appreciated by people across the
country, there are many threats to the design of
small towns including the abandonment of the
downtown in favor of larger retail centers, the
construction of residential infill and the
demolition of significant structures. The strategies
for saving small town character have been shared
with the American public. They are warned to
preserve the small towns: “their good old
buildings, the Main Streets and central business
districts, their courthouses – even their
abandoned railroad stations, …But we should
preserve them as places and the towns as
communities” (Craycroft and Fazio, p. 14). This
indicates that without respecting the physical,
economic and social factors that are present in
these towns, one cannot hope to preserve their
character. The small town has gone through an
evolution from a frontier settlement, to an
established institution, and then to a place from
which to escape. Now the small town is at a
turning point. Does it become an institution of
the past that is destroyed by progress or an entity
that can grow and change with the future without
losing its strength and integrity? The future lies
in the hearts and minds not only of the residents
of the small towns of America but also of citizens
across the country who are touched by small town
life. What can residents do to save their small
town character? They can become involved in the
community planning process and educate
themselves on historic preservation techniques,
downtown revitalization and zoning by-laws.
These tools can be used effectively to both
preserve small town character and provide for the
future of small towns.
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CHAPTER 2
TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES
In hard times (which eventually come to every community no matter what its size or wealth)
what makes survival possible and desirable is not its archeological identity but its ability to
continue, and it continues because some structures, some institutions, and facilities provide
continuity. These are the landmarks [and they] stand for continuity, community identity, for
links with the past and the future. In the contemporary American community these roles are
what counteract our mobility and fragmentation and forgetfulness of history.
J. B. Jackson,
“Stone and Its Substitutes” (1984)

The threats to small town character are many; as
discussed previously they range from the influx
of new residents to the fall of the town center
businesses and the development of nearby
suburbs. Some of the effects of these threats
include the demolition of significant structures,
the loss of historic circulation patterns and open
space, and the loss of community traditions. There
are many different tools and techniques that can
be used to preserve the elements of small town
character, chief among these are historic
preservation, business revitalization and zoning
by-laws. It is important to remember that these
are all the tools and techniques of planning that:
“Planning for change – for desirable change –
must be aimed at promoting development that
will meet local needs. At the same time, planning
should discourage development that will reduce
a community’s financial strength, physical
appearance, or environmental quality. Good
community planning results from common sense
and an orderly, open approach to finding out local
needs, setting goals and priorities and taking
action” (Daniels, Keller, and Lapping, p. ix).

preservation and reviewing the most current
practices in the field. Case studies illustrating how
model communities have used the various tools
and techniques are integrated for each applicable
topic. Following the practices of historic
preservation will be an overview of downtown
revitalization, looking at some of the techniques
associated with revitalization and reviewing some
of past successes and failures. Finally zoning
practices will be investigated. As many historic
preservation and business revitalization
techniques can be supported through by-laws,
zoning has an important role in the preservation
of small town character. The means of successfully
incorporating historic preservation and
downtown revitalization objectives into a towns
zoning will be discussed. Concluding the
investigation into the tools and techniques used
to preserve small town character will be a means
to coordinate these tools into a comprehensive
plan to preserve small town character.

To use these tools effectively it is essential to
achieve an understanding of how they came into
being and how they may have changed since their
inception. The practices of historic preservation
will be studied first. This will begin by defining
preservation, looking at the roots of historic
Chapter 2 - Tools and Techniques
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Historic Preservation
Historic preservation can be defined on many
different levels, by many different entities. The
Secretary of the Interior ’s Standards for the
Treatment of Historic Properties breaks the treatment
options into four categories; preservation,
rehabilitation, restoration and reconstruction. By
this definition preservation is: “the act or process
of applying measures necessary to sustain the
existing form, integrity, and materials of an
historic property” (Birnbaum, 1999, p.13).
Rehabilitation is defined as: “the act or process of
making possible a compatible use for a property
through repair, alterations, and additions while
reserving those portions or features which convey
its historical or cultural values” (Birnbaum, 1999,
p.13). Restoration is defined as: “the act or process
of accurately depicting the form, features, and
character of a property as it appeared at a
particular period of time by means of the removal
of features from other periods in its history and
reconstruction of missing features from the
restoration period” (Birnbaum, 1999, p.13). The
final term reconstruction is defined as: “the act
or process of depicting, by means of new
construction, the form, features, and detailing of
a non-surviving site, landscape, building,
structure, or object for the purpose of replicating
its appearance at a specific period of time and in
its historic location” (Birnbaum, 1999, p.13). This
series of specific definitions serves well for those
within the preservation movement and to
delineate the boundaries between the types of
treatments that can be chosen for a project.
However there is a more broad general definition
of preservation that will be used throughout this
project: "to keep from injury or destruction, to
save” (Murtagh, p. 18). This broad definition
serves best to categorize the meaning of
preservation throughout this project. The more
specific definitions referred to will be used when
appropriate.
Once preservation has been defined it is crucial
to understand its history and significance in the
United States. Throughout this history the tools
and techniques associated with historic
preservation have emerged and evolved.
Following is a table with some of the key events
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in the development and recognition of historic
preservation as well as the entities that uphold
preservation.
Important Dates in Historic Preservation
1816 Philadelphia State House (Independence
Hall) saved from demolition
1853 Mount Vernon Ladies Association formed
to save Washington’s home
1872 Yellowstone National Park made a federally
protected area
1889 First national funding for historic
preservation: Congress appropriated $2,000
to preserve Casa Grande ruin in Arizona
1906 Antiquities Act, the countries first national
preservation legislation, passed, designating
monuments on federal land and establishing
penalties for destroying federally owned
sites
1910 Creation of the Society for the Preservation
of New England Antiquities
1916 National Park Service established to
administer areas too large to be preserved
privately
1926 John D, Rockefeller Jr. begins funding
restoration of Williamsburg, Virginia
1931 Charleston, South Carolina, establishes an
“Old and Historic District” the countries
first locally designated historic district
1934 Historic American Buildings Survey (HABS)
authorized by President Roosevelt
1935 Historic Sites Act passed by Congress to
establish historic preservation policy; it
“established policy…to preserve for public
use historic sites, buildings and objects of
national significance for the inspiration and
benefit of the people of the United States”
1949 National Trust for Historic Preservation
established
1966 National Historic Preservation Act passed;
major provisions established preservation
roles for federal, state and local levels of
government. cont.
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1976 Tax Reform Act removed incentive for
demolition of older buildings and provided
five-year rapid write-off for certified
rehabilitation of historic buildings
1978 Revenue Act established incentive for
demolition of older buildings. US Supreme
Court upheld New York City’s permit denial
under local preservation law in Penn Central
Transportation Co. vs. City of New York
1980 Main Street Program established by the
National Trust for Historic Preservation.
Amendment of National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966 and inclusion of
provision for Certified Local Government
status
1981 Congress passed Economic Recovery Tax
Act (ERTA), providing 25 percent tax
incentive for rehabilitation of historic
buildings
1986 Tax Reform cut back same historic
preservation tax incentives
1998 National Trust for Historic Preservation
becomes independent of federal funding
(Tyler, p. 58)

philosophy can refer to a project as simple as
planning an appropriate addition to a historic
home, or reference a more complex action such
as creating and revitalizing an entire downtown
business district.
There are many options when one decides to
become involved in preservation. The tools and
techniques to be reviewed here include historic
districts, neighborhood conservation districts and
historic preservation plans. These tools all serve
to aid in “the long term goal of a preservation
program – to create a sense of value which can
secure a past for what is built in the future”
(Fleming, FS, 1982). Each tool has specific features
which can provide for the unique needs of
different communities.

Historic District
One of the most common tools of historic
preservation is the historic district. Many people
around the country are familiar with this
designation. In Massachusetts communities such
as Salem, Concord, and Amherst contain historic
districts; there are over two thousand such

Preservation has come a long way since its
inception with the saving of a single significant
structure or setting aside parkland. Now
preservation is part of innumerable efforts in
towns and cities across the country to retain the
character of their community. When an individual
or municipality desires to preserve a structure or
landscape they have a wealth of resources and
experts to consult for advice, information and
funding. These consultants can assist an
individual or town in their efforts, guiding them
step-by-step through their preservation options
and the implementation of a chosen preservation
plan. Through this collaborative effort the desired
end result can succeed in “think(ing) in terms of
a whole modern community in which change is
accepted, though controlled. The old is to be
appreciated for its beauty and its continued
usefulness, and to be made whole and fresh; the
new is to fit in gracefully into the existing town
or its environs” (Zeigler and Kidney, p. 12). This
Establishing a Historic District is a long and involved process.
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districts countrywide (Lippard). Local Historic
Districts are defined by the Massachusetts
Historical Commission as “regulatory
mechanisms designed to preserve the appearance
of places and to assure that changes and additions
are compatible with the historic and visual
character of the district” (Massachusetts
Historical Commission, p. 103). These are
established by M.G.L. Ch. 40C or by special
legislation to preserve and protect the
characteristics of significant buildings and places
as well as encouraging compatible designs for any
new buildings within the district.
Establishing a Historic District is a long and
involved process. The first event that needs to
occur is for a historic district to be recommended.
This suggestion would occur through either the
town planning process, by the historic
commission or by a residential petition. Upon this
recommendation the board of selectmen or the
local city council would need to establish a
historic district study committee. Once
established, the study committee has a number
of responsibilities, the including to involving the
public in the process and building support for the
district through public education. In addition this
study committee would be required to investigate
historic buildings, structures, sites and areas
through a historic properties survey. From this
survey the committee would then evaluate
possible districts and from those select district(s)
with specific boundaries. While the committee is
doing their work the town would draft the
historic district ordinance or by-law, preferably
with the assistance and input of the study
committee. This ordinance or bylaw would
include the delineation of proposed district(s) and
provide for the rules and regulations associated
with the district(s). Meanwhile the study
committee would be preparing their preliminary
report and then submitting that report to both
their own planning board and the Massachusetts
Historical Commission for approval and
comments. A public hearing would need to be
held on the proposed historic district no sooner
than 60 days after the preliminary report would
be submitted to the two entities. This would
provide the public with an opportunity to
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comment on and discuss the proposed district. A
final report would then be prepared that
incorporates
the
comments
and
recommendations of the planning board, the
Massachusetts Historical Commission and the
community. The final steps in the process would
be for the town to vote on the establishment of a
historic district, which would need to be passed
by a two-third’s vote. Dependent upon that vote,
the enactment of the historic district ordinance
or bylaw would be enacted. A successful
establishment of a historic district would then
necessitate the recording of a map of the district,
the appointment a district commission and the
provision of notice to the Massachusetts Historical
Commission of the successful establishment of the
district. The historic district commission would
serve as a design review board, reviewing any
plans for alterations in an effort to preserve
significant historic structures and details as well
as to encourage builders of new structures to
choose architectural designs that compliment the
historic setting.
While the establishment of historic districts can
be controversial, districts do provide a high level
of investment security to residents and property
owners. Historic preservation work often
associated with historic districts has the added
benefit of encouraging downtown revitalization.
Yet this issue can been seen in town meetings and
public forums nationwide: “battles have heated
up between advocates of property rights and
lucrative ‘progress’ on one hand, and advocates
of historic preservation on the other. The existing
laws are increasingly threatened by a political
climate that favors the former, but they are
paradoxically upheld by some members of the
wealthiest old guards for whom ‘heritage’ is a
crucial component of identity” (Lippard, p.96).
In addition there are many property owners and
residents who are wary of addition controls being
established over their property. The rules and
regulations in some historic districts are very
restrictive and inflexible, which can cause conflict
and controversy (Hamer). However one must
remember that the rules and regulations for
historic districts, while they do adhere to general
guidelines, are created by townspeople with the
interests of the specific town in mind.
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Case Study - Haddonfield, NJ

Neighborhood Conservation District

Haddonfield is my hometown and a pioneer in
historic preservation. Its first historic preservation
district was established in 1971. Recently there has
been discussion of expanding the original district
boundaries. In addition, because the historic
district was centered around the downtown
business district, revitalization of the businesses
there was a major consideration in the planning
process. The impetus for the district was in part
inappropriate renovations that were occurring to
historically significant private homes and
businesses throughout town, and the demolition
of historic structures to make way for new
construction. Since the district was established
many positive effects have been seen through
town. In response to the rehabilitation job
completed to a colonial tavern the owner stated:
“the Historic District is the Town’s pride and joy
and we feel the Gibbs house is now truly a historic
treasure both to the eye and to Haddonfield’s
architectural heritage” (Aiken, p.102). The old
tavern provides mixed use in the downtown ,
housing three businesses at street level and three
floors of residential space above. There have been
many success stories like this one throughout
town, allowing for mixed uses in the downtown
and providing older building with a second
chance.

An alternative to a Historic District is a
Neighborhood Conservation District. Like a
Historic District the Neighborhood Conservation
District is designed to protect the heritage and
the structures within a delineated zone. It has a
similar structure to the policy of a Historic District
in that the Historical Commission must complete
a study before the District can be established,
however there are also many differences. One of
the biggest differences is that a Neighborhood
Conservation District is brought about by citizen
concern. Members of the neighborhood need to
approach the Historical Commission to study
their neighborhood for it’s potential as a District.
This assumes interest from within the
neighborhood rather than a policy that the
Historical Commission is imposing on a group
of buildings or houses and their owners. In
addition there are more flexible rules and
regulations for this type of district, which may
serve to encourage reluctant or bureaucracy wary
residents to become involved in the district
creation process.
A Historical Commission and the residents can
mold the rules and regulations to suit the
preservation needs of the neighborhood and to
minimize any negative impacts (perceived or
otherwise) upon the homeowners. Generally the
rules and regulations would include some level
of design review for any major exterior changes
that would affect the overall appearance of the
neighborhood or damage the character of the area.
Conservation districts are thought to work best
when “they are applied to areas with a history of
good maintenance and little exterior change and/
or where residence are strongly opposed to fullfledged design review” (Renaud, p.14). In areas
where the residents are opposed to a full scale
Historic District the Neighborhood Conservation
District can educate the community as a whole
what the basic preservation principles are and
how they can benefit both the neighborhood with
the Conservation District as well as the
community as a whole.

A preservation guide that resulted from the historic district in
Haddonfield, NJ.
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Case Study - Cambridge, MA
Cambridge, Massachusetts established a
Neighborhood Conservation District by City
Ordinance 1002 to “conserve and protect the
beauty and heritage of the City of Cambridge and
to improve the quality of its environment
through…conservation and maintenance of
neighborhoods…which constitute or reflect
distinctive features of architectural, cultural,
political, economic or social history of the
City…to foster appropriate use and wider public
knowledge and appreciation of such
neighborhoods…and by furthering these
purposes to promote the public welfare by
making the City a more attractive and desirable
place in which to live and work” (Cambridge
Historical Commission). While Cambridge is a
city, not a small town it is a relevant case study
for a the Neighborhood Conservation District, as
the importance of the district designation is not
it's context, but its intent and application of the
district. In addition it is the only town in
Massachusetts to establish a Neighborhood
Conservation District.

(Massachusetts Historical Commission, 1999). A
comprehensive plan can benefit a community by
allowing an outside professional to provide the
town with a comprehensive evaluation of their
resources and a means to protect those resources.
Included in the final product, and often one of
the most important aspects of the process, is a list
of funding or work priorities. This list may
illuminate a pressing need that was not
previously recognized as an endangered resource
or serve to underline the need for work on a
significant known resource.

Case Study - Medfield, MA
Medfield, Massachusetts recently completed a
Historic Preservation Plan, supervised by a
professional historic preservation consultant.
Within this plan is a discussion of the benefits of
a neighborhood conservation district as a means
to protect community character. The plan
indicates these districts will be helpful
”maintaining the physical relationships among
historic resources and between those resources

There are two Neighborhood Conservation
Districts established in Cambridge which were
both small neighborhoods that fell outside of the
established historic districts. Residents felt that
the unique character of their neighborhood
should be conserved, yet the areas either did not
meet the requirements for a historic district or did
not have the internal support for a historic district.
Working with the Historic Commission the
residents of the two areas were able to come up
with regulations that served both the community
as a whole, and their specific area concerns to
enable the protection of their unique
neighborhoods.

Historic Preservation Plan
A Historic Preservation Plan serves as a means of
assessing the basic historic resources in a town
and providing a comprehensive plan to assist the
community in attaining their preservation goals.
Currently over 40 towns in Massachusetts have
completed a Historic Preservation Plan. Many of
these plans are funded through grants from the
Massachusetts
Historical
Commission
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The Medfield, MA Historic Preservation Plan.
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and their setting” (Medfield, p. 69). In addition,
the preservation consultant surveyed local board
members to assess interest in a variety of
preservation tools and techniques. Of the tools a
demolition delay and establishing a design review
board were of the highest interest to the town
committee members. This survey also asked
respondents to rank the features they felt were
most important in defining the town character;
the top picks included historic buildings, village
character at the town center and open space. The
Historic Preservation Plan has assessed resources,
identified issues and opportunities, identified
priorities and provided an action plan for the
community.

Case Study - Groton, MA
Groton has faced many of challenges in defining
their preservation goals and learning how to use
zoning by-laws to protect the built environment.
Groton decided, like Medfield, that what the town
needed was a Preservation Plan. Groton pursued
this by having a plan prepared by the Boston
University Preservation Studies Program. From
this plan that assessed the town's preservation
opportunities and constraints, it was determined
that Groton had a number of significant
preservation needs. These needs included the
creation of a historic district, a design review
system and design guidelines as well as a
demolition delay by-law. One of the study
townspeople's most significant concerns was to
provide for the growth of the community without
sacrificing the historic integrity of the town center
and surrounding open space. The implementation
of a historic district, design controls, and a
demolition delay by-law was considered an
appropriate response to the growth and
development pressures upon Groton's town
character.
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Summary
The tools and techniques of historic preservation
can work together toward a unified goal. Historic
Districts are the strongest means of protecting a
significant resource area, however if there is not
enough community support for a Historic District
there are alternatives, such as a Neighborhood
Conservation District. Though the Neighborhood
Conservation District has not been used often in
Massachusetts it can be a wise option for an area
where homeowners recognize their neighborhood
as unique, but who do not feel comfortable having
outside entities imposing design review upon
their homes. With a Conservation District the
homeowners themselves chose how the design
standards shall be written and what specific
actions will be subject to review. These same
homeowners are invited to be part of the review
committee.
Often communities are not aware of all their
preservation options and may not be aware of an
alternative that meets their needs ideally. This is
why a professionally created Historic
Preservation Plan which does not focus on details
such as whether a Historic District or a
Neighborhood Conservation District is more
appropriate. Instead the Preservation Plan
addresses the larger picture, identifying and
assessing all the preservation issues for the
community. Then prioritizing all the crucial issues
and formulating a plan of action for the
community. From this point the community can
make an informed decision as to how to address
the critical issues and create their own plan of
action will be with full knowledge of all their
options.
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Downtown Revitalization
Downtown revitalization is a growing trend in
historic preservation. Towns are finding that
businesses are willing to take an active role in
rebuilding the strength of small towns: “In every
region of the country, historic structures are being
incorporated into redevelopment…After years of
rampant destruction of old buildings to make way
for new, this is a welcome sign” (Schwartz, p. 43).
People are recognizing the significance of their
town centers: “The historic urban downtown is a
visual resources worthy of protection. The Goal
is to maintain and enhance the existing scale and
pattern of development” (Courney, p.8).
However, due to the influx of retail giants, malls
and discount superstores on the outskirts of
towns small town center businesses are finding
they need to find ways too be competitive with
the larger stores. The economic downturn of the
1980s was a huge challenge to many main street
businesses; there was not enough market for retail
giants and small businesses to share and
consumers were looking for the best price. Unless
small businesses within town centers found a way
to provide a unique product or service to their
clients they lost their competitive edge and their
customers to the bargain giving large retail stores.
Luckily many small businesses survived that era
and have maintained their place in the
community.
Loyal customers can save a town center in more
way that one. Once a town center is recognized
as an asset to a community there are a number of
options and incentives for the townspeople to
pursue in the revitalization of their town center.
These tools and techniques include becoming
involved with The National Main Street Program,
incentive programs and economic benefits.

The National Main Street Program
The National Main Street Program is a strong
resource for a community interested in initiating
a downtown revitalization project. They can
provide an outline or recommended actions for
the town to begin and connect the town or group
working on the revitalization with a number of
resources. These resources include contacts in
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towns of similar size that have been working
towards similar goals, funding opportunities and
publications.
In addition consideration toward the pedestrian
circulation, the ability to park cars and the
availability of goods are important factors for the
continued use or the revitalization of small town
centers. Downtowns serve as a heart of a town,
the place where people meet and catch up on the
local gossip. While this may not always be
welcome there is a security in knowing that the
members of the community care enough to want
to know what you are doing and some assurance
that if you were in need there would be volunteers
to help you.

Incentives
Another issue is certainly what incentives exist
for business owners to become involved in
revitalization efforts. Some suggestions include:
“lure reinvestment into locations that need it (by)
remove (ing) regulatory barriers and cut red
tape...it means exempting owners of historic
buildings from rigid compliance with building
codes written for the design of new structures“
(Moe & Wilkie, p. 244). Above the Main Street
businesses are the apartments that once held the
shop owners and their families. Some of these
upper floors now stand empty, creating another
hole in the fabric of the community. It is thought
of as key to fill these apartments with tenants to
maintain the residential population of the town
center (Daniels, p.57).

Economics
Another interesting aspect of downtown
revitalization is the economics of preservation.
Businesses, such as those in the building trade,
can benefit directly from preservation. Others like
the commercial and residential property owners
as well as business owners can reap the benefits
from preservation activities through increased
property value or increased sales. A town center
needs to maintain the ability to provide "day-to day services that create a sense of community: a
grocery store, cafe/restaurant, funeral home,
pharmacy, and a newspaper" (Daniels, p. 263).
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The National Main Street Program reports that
for ever dollar spent to support the revitalization
of a main street more than $35 of new investment
is brought to a town.

Case Study - Coventry Village, CT
Coventry Village has worked to combined the
tools and techniques of historic preservation and
economic revitalization. The Town’s preservation
plan focuses on increasing the economic and
functional vitality while initiating public
improvements and establishing financial
incentives and a revitalization strategy. Economic
and functional vitality will be improved by
planning appropriate uses for the village center
and targeting specific markets. Public
improvements focus on improving the town
center streetscape and circulation patterns.
Financial incentives include tax deferrals and
increment financing for historic rehabilitation, a
public/private loan and grant program and
hiring a town economic development director.
These programs offer hope to a struggling town
center and help focus efforts in the appropriate
areas (Preservation Planning Associates).
Comprehensive planning approaches such as this
serve a small community well in attaining the goal
of bringing life back into their town center.

often occurs slowly, it can take years or decades
for successful projects to be recognized “only after
they reach a cumulative mass do they attract
notice” (Moe and Wilkie, p. 239). As with the case
of Haddonfield, NJ where the historic
preservation efforts began in the early 1970s when
the downtown was all but abandoned. A strong
retail market was not solidly established until the
late 1980s. Many businesses failed or struggled
through the years while the town was creating a
unique market niche for itself.

Summary
One of the advantages to the recent growth of
small towns is an opportunity for an “economic
renaissance.” The influx on new residents can
clearly turn into an increase in business, sales and
profit. For the town centers there are many issues
to deal with before the customer that has moved
to the small town magically appears and begins
consuming. One of the biggest questions to
answer is what the consumer wants. There is no
simple answer to this question; the answer
depends on many variables that are unique for
each community such as wealth of client,
proximity of other services, and type of business.

Process
How exactly are downtowns going through this
process? Luckily there are often “façade survivors
who have managed to endure because of their
architectural character or historic interest…A
façade leaves its imprint on a place over time, the
public begins to feel it belongs to them” (Fleming,
FS, 1982). The strength of these survivors can
motivate an entire revitalization effort, or at least
save a business. Because the revitalization process
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Zoning
The basis for zoning is to take land and divide it
into districts based upon present uses and future
uses. The criteria for the designation of zoning
districts consider a number of factors. The most
important issues are the compatibility of
adjoining uses, the appropriateness of land for a
particular use, the location of the use in relation
to its needs and the effects of the use upon public
services, the highest and best use of any given
piece of land (Getzels and Thurow). This is a
major simplification of a complex and
complicated process of assessing conditions,
needs and uses, but it does help to build a basis
of understanding for individuals.

The Purposes of Zoning
The Standard State Zoning Enabling Act listed the
following purposes of zoning:
• to lessen congestion on the streets;
• to secure safety from fire, panic, and other
dangers;
• to promote general health and general welfare;
• to provide adequate light and air;
• to prevent the overcrowding of land;
• to avoid undue concentration of population;
• to facilitate the adequate provision of
transportation, water, sewerage, schools,
parks and other public requirements.
(Cullingworth, p. 63)

A town’s planning board in conjunction usually
drafts zoning ordinances with an attorney. Most
ordinances are taken from boilerplate models
from other towns within the region and adapted
to fit the particular needs of the community in
question. They are made up of two major parts, a
map illustrating the location and boundaries of
districts and a written explanation that clarifies
the specifics of the ordinance. Generally this
explanation should provide the intention of each
zone; then go into the details of permitted uses,
uses by special exception and accessory uses.
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Many of the tools and techniques discussed in
both historic preservation and downtown
revitalization are actually part of the zoning bylaws or enforced through the by-laws. Overlay
districts, design guidelines, design review boards,
site plan reviews, demolition delays sign review
are all part of a town’s zoning by-laws. In addition
to these tools there are a number of other zoning
ordinances that encourage preservation,
revitalization and small town community
character such as scenic vista protection. Another
factor that heavily influences the success of the
preservation and revitalization efforts is the active
enforcement of any existent or newly adopted
zoning.

Overlay Districts
Overlay zoning is a separate zoning district that
is an overlaid on top of the current zoning district.
As a result of this overlay, the regulations of both
the underlying zone and the overlay zone must
be adhered to. These districts are generally created
to protect a particular type of resource that is only
within the overlay area, such as a town common.
Most often they are used for environmentally
sensitive areas. However some towns have used
these for the preservation of historic architecture,
scenic resources, and “preservation of the town’s
transportation corridors and protection of its
historic and cultural assets”. There are many
interesting examples in New England and across
the country.

Case Study - Greenfield, MA
Greenfield has a corridor overlay district that
prohibits certain uses, such as drive-thru
restaurants, provides guidelines for architecture
and signs, and required common driveways for
commercial properties. These restrictions are
intended to help preserve the historic downtown
center and provide guidance to infill development
and revitalization.
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Case Study - Wickford Village, RI
Another example of an overlay district with
special zoning provisions is the Village Center
Zoning in Wickford Village. This district aims to
preserve the existing mixed use district of a village
center and to encourage new construction to be
compatible with the setbacks and scale of existing
structures. These provisions can make substantial
difference in creating a village or town center that
people want to visit, shop and return to over and
over. “Both the zoning ordinance an the Design
Guidelines contain provisions which are specific
to the Village Center, emphasizing this area as a
unique place. Important characteristics of the
Village Center that residents feel should be
retained and emphasized include the maritime
aspect, the mix of residential uses, and small-scale
businesses. The primary objective for this area is
to focus on the physical character of the Village
Center by preserving the existing site layout
patterns, signage and architectural character.
Encouragement of family-owned businesses and
avoiding franchises with “trademark” buildings
were mentioned as art of the discussion during
the public workshop” (Whiteman and Taintor,
p.2). While the maritime aspect of Wickford
Village does not relate to all small towns, there is
often a unique characteristic, feature or period of
history that is be associated with a town center.

Design Guidelines
Design Guidelines serve to provide the
community with specific information in regards
to the design and materials of structures. Some
guidelines are simply informational, other
guidelines are either included in the zoning bylaws or referenced in the by-laws. The required
level of compliance is determined by the town.

Case Study - Amherst and Northampton, MA
In Northampton the intentions of the city were
to create a design review manual for the
downtown in lieu of a historic district. While a
historic district was preferred, there was not
enough support from the community to establish
a district. Instead a comprehensive set a
guidelines was created that shall serve the role of
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Design Guidelines from Amherst and Northampton, MA.

a regulating mechanism. The preface states the
current trends in Northampton and the purpose
of the manual as: “There is no guarantee that new
development or future alterations of existing
historic buildings will respect and enhance the
downtown built environment. It is the primary
intention of this manual to help protect and
reinforce the architectural heritage, inviting
character, and economic viability if the
downtown” (Walter Cudnohufsky Associates,
p.1).
In Amherst there is a more stringent design
review policy which requires an application for
design review, the submission of supporting
information, a design review board application
review. The standards set in the design review
board handbook must be met fro the plan to be
approved. This is a more restrictive policy and
requires a greater amount of review that the
Northampton policy. The Amherst plan also
assures a greater compliance to the design
standards.
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Case Study - Cape Cod, MA
The purpose and intent of Designing the Future to
Honor the Past: Design Guidelines for Cape Cod are
a bit different than those written for a specific
town. These guidelines are intended to be used
at both at the regional and community level. The
Cape Cod Commission's Development of
Regional Impact review process is guided by the
standards while local Planning Committees can
use the document as a basis for their own town's
specific design guidelines or regulations. In effect
this publication serves as a outline or boiler plate
document for a town to take and modify to reflect
the community's character and protect any unique
features or design traditions that are present in
the local vernacular. This document also allows
for flexibility within the review process from town
to town. Were a town not to adopt any formal
review standards, yet there was a desire to
maintain the town character, they could use the
document as it is to guide their planning and
development process.
Included within the Cape Cod document are
general design guidelines, case studies, a review
of the means to apply design standards and a list
of additional resources. These elements provide
a user friendly format which is readily accessible
to the lay person. Case studies serve to further
illustrate, "how proposed development, following
the recommendations of the guidelines, could be
integrated into traditional Cape Cod design
patterns," (Cape Cod Commission and
Community Vision, Inc., p.4). These studies are
developed with a before and after illustrative
method in conjunction with a verbal description
of the intended design goals. Site plans are shown
with empty lots in a 'before' sketch, and followed
with an 'after' sketch that incorporates
appropriately designed infill development.

Design Review Boards
A Design Review Board, like a Planning Board, is
an appointed group of townspeople. They review
plans for new construction and alterations to
buildings. If Design Guidelines are in place, the
Board would review construction plans with
those guidelines in mind. As noted a preservation
plan: "a Design Review Board will assist in
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Included within the Cape Cod, MA document are general design
guidelines, case studies, a review of the means to apply design
standards and a list of additional resources.

preserving the community character in areas not
regulated by the Local Historic District”
(Whiteman and Taintor, p.3). A Design Review
Board gives “the local body empowered to grant
approval or disapproval to comment on other
aspects of a development proposal. From the
preservation standpoint, any public review
procedure is valuable because it provides a forum
in which to interject preservation values into the
debate” (Collins, Waters and Dotson, p. 18). A
caveat to note is that: “As they try to define what
is meant by community character and set
guidelines review boards can use to determine
whether certain changes are or are not in keeping
with this character, they will find themselves
pushing the limits of what is permitted in the way
of zoning for aesthetic purposes” (Collins, Waters
and Dotson, p. 23).

Site Plan Review
Provides municipal review and oversight on
projects that could dramatically alter the quality
of life in a neighborhood or area. Without this the
municipality is limited to health and safety issues.
Usually administered by the Planning Board, but
Conservation Commission and Historic
Commission should be involved on some projects.
Over 170 towns in Massachusetts use Site Plan
Review as a means of "providing municipal
review and oversight on projects that could
dramatically alter the quality of life in a
neighborhood or area" (Massachusetts Historical
Commission, 1999). While site plan review is not
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generally focussed specifically on impacts to town
character, a number of boards, such as the Historic
Commission, are given a chance to comment on
projects that come before site plan review.
Through this review process any negative impacts
of a project can be assessed and if the impact is
deemed significant the project must revise their
plans.

Demolition Delay By-laws
By-laws have been very effective at delaying the
demolition of historically significant buildings. In
most communities with demolition delay bylaws, property owners that are requesting a
demolition permit through their building
department must first receive approval from the
Historic Commission. If the Historic Commission
determines that the building is preferably
preserved, a delay period is imposed. This is
usually six months, but range from fourteen days
to twelve months in other communities in
Massachusetts. After the delay period has
expired, the Building Inspector can sign the
demolition permit. A demolition delay is effective
in fostering public discussion and seeking
alternative solutions to demolition. It is not a
means to stop demolition from ultimately
occurring. Communities that are seeking to stop
demolitions from occurring should seek a local
historic district. Towns use this to different ends,
from preservation, to encouraging better design
for new construction. One town made a display
board of all the houses that had been demolished
over the years to show the need for this by-law.

Sign By-laws
Sign by-laws are another method to help a whole
town and provide visual identity and clarity, not
just aid the preservation and revitalization
interests. They serve to assist the community in
creating a distinctive character statement and
provide the legal means to exclude certain
undesired sign types or sizes. One sign type that
has been discouraged in some communities is the
wending machine. These are defined as signs in
the Wickford Village plan, therefor come under
the sign ordinance: “Vending machines that are
visible from the street detract from the character
of an area and often contain more sign area than
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that of the business” (Whiteman and Taintor,
p.20). Other sign types such as billboards or neon
signs can fall under the category of “signs not
allowed”. This provision can allow a town to
control signs that would disrupt the physical and
characteristics and features of their town center
and provide guidelines for allowed signs. This
can again cause controversy, but it can also help
in distinguishing the town. One town center has
maintained a look consistent with Colonial era, a
business owner was happy because her sign made
it into the backdrop of a movie; she said of the
regulations: “It made it worth it” (Hamer, p. 148).
A study on Vermont’s scenic landscapes mentions
ordinances that have effects on landscape
included are: “Sign & lighting ordinances can
have a powerful effect on the landscape,
especially on well-traveled roads. Ordinances
regulating height, color and intensity of signs and
lights can result in dramatic; positive effects”
(Courtney, p. 30).

Enforcement
Enforcement of zoning can make or break the
success of the intended effects of any changes to
zoning ordinances. A town could have the most
restrictive zoning ordinances in the world, but
without enforcement it would be no different
from a town with fewer provisions. A sign bylaw generally includes specific size restrictions
and provisions for materials allowed and types
of signs that are not allowed. If there is active
administration of the ordinances local business
owners may not be aware they are not complying
with the town ordinances. While it is important
to understand the legal ramifications of installing
zoning ordinances it is also important to
understand that both public education and
community interest in the adherence and
application of ordinances is crucial to an effective
plan.

Summary
In small towns there are often misconceptions and
misunderstandings about what zoning is and
how it will affect the community. In Rural and
Small Town Planning zoning is described as, “a
political ideology. It is seen as an infringement
on personal liberties” (Getzels and Thurow, p. 53).
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Getzels and Thurow discuss the problem of
citizen response to zoning and means to allay the
public concern. The solution is public education.
Often towns have dealt with zoning concerns on
a case-by-case basis and while that may work for
a smaller town it tends to become a problem when
and if the town begins to grow. It must be
emphasized that though new ordinances may be
put in place they still require the approval of the
townspeople and they will still be able to bring
any grievances before an appeals committee.
Another key factor to remember is that the people
of the town serve on the governing, planning and
zoning boards, feel responsible to their neighbors
and themselves; for the laws enacted affect them
as well.

Chapter Summary
Herein the tools and techniques available to a
small town interested in preserving its unique
character have been provided. These tools include
historic preservation, downtown revitalization
and zoning. From these a small town must choose
the techniques best for their needs and proceed
with a plan of action to implement change. For
any plan of action to be created and then
successfully implemented it is crucial to
understand the town where the plan is being
recommended. This includes a study of the
history, current situation and local interest groups
of the town in question.

Community Preservation Act
The State of Massachusetts recently adopted
statewide enabling legislation, the Community
Preservation Act (CPA), a tool that allows towns
to acquire and preserve open space, historic sites
and affordable housing. Specifically related to this
project, the act provides funding sources for
acquisition and preservation of historic buildings
and landscapes. Cities and towns must accept the
CPA through a town meeting vote or by citizen
initiative. The funding for the act is provided by
a property tax surcharge, the spending of which
is administered by a town appointed Community
Preservation Commission comprised of local
board and commission members. State matching
funds would also be available to any community
which approved the act. Many towns in
Massachusetts have adopted this legislation,
others have voted it down and many towns are
still considering the CPA.
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CHAPTER 3
TOWN OF RUTLAND
To the stout heart and willing hands of those who toiled in the wilderness so that generations to
come might enjoy the beauty and health-giving qualities native to the town. They formed a true
city on a hill. Here the rising sun banishes the darkness at dawn, and when day is done spreads
its panorama and colorful sunsets in lavish beauty to light the western skies.
Dedication by Timothy C. Murphy
Author of
History of Rutland, 1970

Rutland, Massachusetts, is a small town located
thirteen miles northwest of Worcester and 52
miles west of Boston. It is the highest town
between Boston and the Berkshires; in the town
center the elevation rises to 1,205 feet, affording
long views to the surrounding hills and towns
(Town of Rutland). Evidence of all the phases of
the town’s life can be seen up and down Main
Street and along rural roads. Historically the town
has gone through many changes, from early
settlement, through the industrial age to the
growth and development of today. Townspeople
are taking a step back and trying to evaluate the
present situation in their town and plan for the
future before they lose their cultural landscape
and heritage. One reason that the town has been
facing development pressures only recently is that
in the past it was separated from growth centers
by topography and the large amounts of protected
open space. Yet today the townspeople face the
challenges with growth and development that
towns around them have been addressing for
years: “they spread shapelessly into their
hinterland with low-density development and an
increasingly fuzzy edge. Main street is threatened
and often killed by larger stores that accumulate
on the highway bypass – supermarket,
cineplex…. the pattern of destruction is by now
so well known that some rural communities in
Vermont are refusing to permit Wal-Marts at the
edge of town” (Kelbaugh, p. 233).
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To better understand the town of
Rutland and its needs, this paper will
address the following:
•

•

•

Important events in the local
history; monuments to this history
can be seen throughout the town,
heard in reminisces of longtime
residents and viewed at the local
historic society.
The current situation in terms of
the
demographics,
Town
government, physical features of
the Town Center, economics,
current zoning and governmental
organization and the Master
Planning Committee.
Finally local interest groups and
social involvement will be
reviewed. The interest groups
include the Historic Commission,
Historic District Study Committee,
Historic Society and Business
Owners Association. Other local
interests include the general
public's involvement in the
planning process.
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HISTORY
Early Settlement (1668 – 1833)
On December 22, 1686 the land that now includes
Rutland was purchased from various
representatives of a number of local Native
American tribes (the Nipmuck and Pentacook)
who claimed to have jurisdiction over the land.
This twelve-square-mile acquisition contained the
present towns of Rutland, Barre, Hubbardston
and Oakham, along with large portions of Paxton,
and Princeton (Blake). Due to various difficulties,
the land that is now known as Rutland was not
settled until 27 years later, in 1713, when the
General Court confirmed the title to the land. The
terms of this title were that within seven years at
least six families must reside on the land. The first
residents, 62 families who hailed from nearby
Massachusetts communities like Boston,
Lancaster and Concord, decided that a six-square-

mile tract would be broken up into settlement
units for the new proprietors to inhabit.
Incorporated in 1722, Rutland was a pioneer
farming community that suffered from Indian
attacks until 1724. Through the years the
population continued to grow, plagued only by
the outbreaks of disease and war that the rest of
the new nation had to endure.
Rutland was first settled as an agricultural
community. The town started with a few houses
based loosely around a meetinghouse, with fields
surrounding them in the outlying areas. This
pattern was established mainly for defensive
purposes because of the continuing threat of
“incidents” from hostile Indian tribes; the
Abanaki, allies of the French. Across New
England this pattern of settlement was common
in the first years of colonization. In fact it was
“forbidden by law to locate houses more than a
half hour’s journey from the meetinghouse” in
Massachusetts (Lingeman, p. 29). After the town
was more established, lots were apportioned to
the settlers and life carried onwards (Stilgoe). In
Rutland there were successful field crops,
orchards and various types of animal husbandry
as well as small mills for lumber and grain.

Cemetery
Meeting
House

In Rutland there were successful field crops, orchards and
various types of animal husbandry as well as small mills for
lumber and grain.

Early plan of Rutland.
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Early Industrial Age (1834 – 1879)

Resort & Convalescence Era (1880 – 1934)

The first industries were sawmills and gristmills,
built to serve home building and farming needs,
which continued as the community grew. In the
later 19th century a number of other mills and
manufacturing sites were developed to serve
outside interests. Among these were textile mills,
as well as wagon, clothing, shoe, boot and hat

One of the largest hotels was the Mushopaugue House, a 100room resort that operated until 1929.

One of the early mill sites. (courtesy of Rutland Historic
Society)

factories. Farms were able to fill the demand of
local needs and supply some of the other local
interests as well. High use of local products
continued through the 1920s and then gradually
declined. One reason for the demise of the mill
industry was the Metropolitan District
Commission’s purchase of the land where the
mills had operated. The mills were closed and
buildings were razed to preserve the watershed
and to ensure the purity of the Quabbin Reservoir
waters, which pass through Rutland in an
aqueduct and supply the Boston metropolitan
area with drinking water.

In the early 1880s the tourism industry caught on
when city residents sought to escape the unclean
air and rest outside of the city for the summer, as
well as to recover from tuberculosis and other
related ailments. Rutland always had a few
taverns and inns for travelers, but this new
business was much more extensive. The fresh air
and beautiful views in Rutland attracted many
visitors from Boston and Worcester to its spa-like
retreat. One of the largest hotels was the
Mushopaugue House, a 100-room resort that
operated until 1929 and had panoramic views to
Mts. Greylock, Stratton, Monadnock, and
Wachusett. It was located in the town center
where the Community Hall now stands and was
housed in an elaborate Victorian structure that has
since been demolished. This location afforded
guests long views to peaks near and far that were
enjoyed from the hotel’s observatory. In addition,
visitors could delight in Rutland’s many lakes and
ponds, which brought relief during the hot
summer months.

The Town Center in 1857 (courtesy of Rutland Historic Society)
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It was during this period that the Town also has
housed two important state institutions: the
Rutland State Prison Camp and Hospital and the
Rutland State Sanatorium (Crane). In 1898, the
Rutland State Sanatorium was established, the
first State-owned sanatorium for the treatment of
tuberculosis. There was a similar goal for
establishing the Rutland State Prison Camp and
Hospital, primarily for treating prisoners
suffering from tuberculosis. Both of these
institutions and the tourism industry employed
many town residents and used the locally
produced agricultural goods. With antibiotics
available for the treatment of tuberculosis, the
need for treatment facilities decreased. The Prison
Hospital closed in 1934 and the Metropolitan
District Commission, as part of the watershed
management program, acquired its land for the
Quabbin Reservoir. Yet Rutland remained a center
for health services because the Veterans
Administration Hospital, established in 1923,
remained in business and was converted to
Rutland Heights State Hospital in 1965. The State
Hospital was in operation until 1991 and during
its tenure employed many town residents.

The Veterans Administration Hospital, established in 1923.

One of the former houses in Town Center that was used as a
guest house during the Resort & Convalescence Era.

A bird's-eye view of Rutland Town Center from the early 1900s.
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in 2000 (Beals and Thomas). This dramatic
increase has been attributed to the desire of people
to move out of the city and live in smaller
communities. Many of the surrounding
communities, like Holden and Oakham, are
experiencing growth — some with similar
unexpected jumps in population (Beals and
Thomas).

CURRENT ISSUES
As farmland recedes to make way for housing,
the fabric of the town has changed to
accommodate new residents. Today the town has
changed from a more self-sufficient community
with major active farms and businesses and
turned towards more of a bedroom community
to Worchester and Boston. A view of the current
situation in Rutland can be better understood by
looking at its demographics, governmental
organization, physical features, economic issues,
and governmental issues, including the Town’s
master planning process.

Town Government
The town government held its first Town Meeting
in 1722, where a Town Clerk, Selectmen and
Treasurer were elected, among others. Since then
regular Town Elections have been held every May
with elected offices open for public vote. The
yearly Town Meeting is held the week after Town
Election. These meetings were held in the
meetinghouse or tavern until 1833, when a Town
House was built next to the Old Burying Ground
along the Common. The original Town House has
since been replaced by the new town hall, called
the Community Hall, which was built in 1933. The
old Town House was moved off the Common and
now sits upon Maple Street to the South of the
old General Store (Murphy, 1965). At present, the
governmental structure is similar to that when
the town was first established. Elected officers
include a Moderator, the Selectmen, Assessors, a

Demographics
The town that began with a call for at least 6
families has grown steadily since its founding. In
the last ten years, Rutland’s population of
approximately 4,300 rose to approximately 6,700
people today; but it is still a small town, with
many features of New England character (Town
of Rutland). Between 1980 and 1990, the
population increased by 14 percent from 4,334 to
4,936. Projections estimated that Rutland’s
population would be 5,547 in the year 2000;
instead the population has increased at a much
higher rate, up 22 percent since 1990 to over 6,600
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Treasurer/Collector, a Town Clerk, the Wachusett
Regional School District Committee, a Board of
Health, a Planning Board and Library Trustees.
The Selectmen appoint town officers such as the
Building Inspector and members of the
Conservation Commission, the Finance
Committee, the Historical Commission and the
Board of Appeals. While the town is growing, the
existing political structure will remain in place
until such time as a larger governing body is
needed. One possible change is the considered
addition of a part-time or full-time Town Planner
who would work within the existing
governmental structure.

Historic image of the Congregational Church with the Red
Schoolhouse in the background, early 1900s. (courtesy Rutland
Historic Society)
The Community Hall, which was built in 1933. (courtesy
Rutland Historic Society)

Physical Features - Town Center
While reading about small town America and
small town New England, it is impossible not to
think of the similar features that Rutland holds.
At first there is just a glimmer of the classic small
town in the little post office that has been housed
in just about every building in the town center at
one time or another. Most small towns have a post
office that serves as a meeting place as much as a
mail pickup or drop-off facility. Then there’s the
diner where you can’t go if you want to have a
private conversation, however if you want to
spread the word like wildfire, it’s the best place
to talk. The general store, which hasn’t been in
operation as a general store for years, is still in
business as the local pizza store. They proudly
proclaim that they’ve been “in operation as a
business since 1765”. What about that oddly
placed building next to the old general store? Well
it used to be the Meeting House and was next to
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the Congregational Church on the common, but
it was moved in the late 1800s to make way for a
new schoolhouse (which has since been
demolished). Now the old Meeting House serves
as an apartment house in its new location on
Maple Street. The place that serves the
community’s need for a general store is the
Rutland Pharmacy. It is located across the street
from the old general store and provides its
customers with a variety of products ranging
from videos to snacks and greeting cards
alongside the usual medical supplies and drugs.
Looking for some other signs of small town
America? Well, there’s the gas station across from
the Community Hall. Back in the old days it was
a livery stable, then a carriage-making shop, a
blacksmith, a Ford dealership and, for the last 60
years it has been a gas station. The town has
changed with the times, but also illustrates the
benefits of good planning. The spot where the gas
station now stands is at an intersection of two
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Plan of Rutland Town Center with images of key features.

Community
Hall
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major roads. Just across from the gas station and
in front of the Community Hall stands a memorial
to the town’s soldiers who were active in the Civil
War. The memorial is a tall focal point gleaming
white against the bright blue sky. On the site of
the Community Hall one of the biggest hotels
around used to stand. It was a grand place for
travelers to rest or for recovering tuberculosis
patients to spend a leisurely summer recovering
in the healthy air of Rutland. The town had
become a popular place to recover from
tuberculosis and other maladies associated with
the unclean air of the industrial age in the late
1800s. Rutland boasted the highest point between
Boston and the Berkshires, and it was well known
for its clean air. There is a view from the town
center to Mount Tom, the Berkshire Hills, Mount
Greylock, and the Green and the White
Mountains.
Rutland’s common is included in the list of
commons in Massachusetts found in On Common
Ground by Ronald Lee Fleming. In addition,
Rutland is noted as having had a common which
had “taverns and inns that advertised their
services by setting up great signs at the edges of
the green” (Fleming, On Common Ground, 1982,
p. 22). In fact Rutland boasts not one but two
linear commons, intersected by Route 56. What
is known as the “sunny common” stands in front
of the two churches and the old burial ground.
Just east lies the “shady common” in front the
Community Hall and Public Library.
Let’s not forget the important public safety
buildings, the Fire Station and the Police Station.
It is interesting how the following quote about
small town America rings true for Rutland: “Now
the old fire stations that exist are generally
museums filled with vintage horse drawn
pumpers of the kind depicted by Currier and Ives.
Their only purpose is to be pulled sedately down
Main Street as part of the Fourth of July parade”
(Plowden, 1994, p. 39). While Rutland does retain
its old firehouse to garage parade trucks and old
relics, it also has a modern station standing
proudly at the other end of the green. The new
Fire Station went up on the location of a classic
Georgian brick house, apparently too big for
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Just east of the "sunny common" lies the “shady common” in
front the Community Hall and Public Library.

anyone to come up with a more appropriate
alternate use for, other than as a good location
for the new fire station. Presently the Police
Station is housed in the historic Franklin Wood
House along with the Historical Society and their
collection of artifacts and genealogical records.
The police are hoping to move into a major
addition to the Fire Station. This will put the fate
in question of the Wood House, a classic
bungalow from the 1930s with an art studio in
the rear.
Behind the Community Hall lie the little league
fields, basketball court and town swimming pool.
The pool was recently reconstructed and the pool
house and basketball court were built with funds
brought in by some of the new housing
developments that have been built in recent years,
the new pool house was built by residents as was
the basketball court. The court comes complete

Swimming pool and pool house behind the Community Hall.
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with a billboard thanking the local business
owners who provided funding for the court. This
is a town that helps its own and tries to provide
as much for its residents as it can. It is known for
a good school system that attracts young families
to the town.
A key event that was abhorred by some and
welcomed by others was the demolition of a
Greek Revival house on Main Street that occurred
while the town was in the process of working on
the vision for the future. The house was razed to
make way for a Dunkin Donuts franchise. It was
quite a battle; the Zoning Board of Appeals fought
the allowance of the restaurant in the first place,
protesting that it was not allowed by the zoning
ordinances, since it was a drive-through
restaurant. The present ordinances are “restrictive
bylaws that allows only businesses specified by
the bylaw. This bylaw does not apply to drive
through restaurants” simply drive-ins, a
definition left over from the 1960s (The
Landmark, March 12, 1998). In addition the
zoning Board of Appeals cited the traffic concerns
as a reason for the denial. The case was brought
to court and the Zoning Board of Appeals decision
was annulled (The Landmark May 6, 1999). The
next battle was for saving the building and a
significant tree in front of it. The developers were
eager to make peace with the town. It first seemed
they would renovate the existing structure to
allow for an adaptive reuse of the building, but
they changed their minds claiming that it was too
expensive. Instead they demolished the structure
and built anew “to do something that would be
aesthetically pleasing to the center of town… Our
thought was to end up with a brand new, straight
replication” of the Greek Revival that had been
torn down (The Landmark May 27, 1999). The
significant tree suffered a similar fate. Though the
new owners promised to keep the tree, it was
summarily cut down with no notice to the town.

The Greek Revival house (at top) that was razed to make way for
the new structure housing a Dunkin Donuts (at bottom).

rate by respondents to a survey of the desirability
of particular uses being located in the town
center). In essence there is a desire to continue
small-scale retail and locally owned shops, while
discouraging franchises and large businesses.
Some residents did express an interest in seeing
some larger businesses, such as a supermarket,
coming to their town in the future, but not to the
Town Center. While there may not be a need for
the expansive parking facilities that a mall or large
shopping center would have, parking will need
to be addressed in the future plans for the Town
Center.

From the surveys done during the master
planning process, it was found that restaurants,
small specialty shops, professional offices and a
heath or medical facility were most highly desired
within the town center. (“Highly desired” is
defined as having an over 20 percent approval
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Economic Issues
Instead of relying on their own community for
employment, many Rutland residents now travel
outside of the town, primarily to Worcester, for
their main employment. As for the farms, there
are still a number of agricultural ventures in
Rutland including a buffalo farm, the Heifer
Project and Schultz Dairy Farm that includes
“Flo’s,” an active year-round farm stand. In
addition, there are still a number of prospering
service-oriented businesses in Rutland including
Lisa’s Diner, the Rutland Pharmacy, Rutland
Pizza and the MaryAnn’s Beauty Barn.

business center, future proposals call for its
inclusion on any list of clustered businesses in
Rutland. These local business activity areas, along
with regional service centers in other towns, are
noted on the following map.

Presently the town’s largest employers include
local builders, the Town itself, the school system,
Rutland Nurseries, the Devereux School and a
number of service and retail operations. There are
also many private businesses that are operated
out of individuals’ homes or properties, such as
a veterinarian’s office, barbershop, hair salon, and
a farm equipment and supply dealer. There are
home businesses scattered through town, but the
main business centers include North Rutland
(R1), the Town Center (R2), Rutland Plaza (R3),
Rutland State Hospital (R4) and Four Corners
(R5). While Rutland State Hospital is not a current
There are home businesses scattered through
town, but the main business centers include
North Rutland (R1), the Town Center (R2),
Rutland Plaza (R3), Rutland State Hospital
(R4) and Four Corners (R5). These local
business activity areas, along with regional
service centers in other towns, are noted on the
map at left (Beals and Thomas) .
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Current Zoning
The Town’s zoning by-laws were first adopted in
1962 and the last substantial amendments were
made in 1978. Three zoning districts are named:
residential, business and industrial. Parcels zoned
for nonresidential use are those already in such
use or where a potential use desired by the
property owner. Thus, no comprehensible plan
was developed to guide delineation of zoning
districts. While the number of districts has not
changed, there have been many amendments to
the zoning map, which have led to different
problems. Many private interests have been
successful in changing the zoning of residential
parcels to use a property for their own business
use. What this leaves is “…little zoning structure
in place. Rather than continuous areas of land
reserved for business and industrial uses, Rutland
is characterized by ’spot zoning’ ” (Beals and
Thomas, p. 3-3). In addition, individual property
owners continue to express their desires to change
the zoning of their own parcels for purposes that
do not fit into any long-term functioning plan for
the Town. As it stands presently the Town is zoned
primarily for residential uses with isolated
nonresidential uses in their midst. While this
approach to zoning and appropriate uses has
served the prior needs and desires of the
community, it fails to contribute to a plan that will
serve the Town for the next century.
Within the Town Center there are distinct
concerns with regard to the delineation between
the residential and business zones. Rutland’s
Town Center has a mix of business, civic and
residential uses, as is seen in many New England
small towns. Not only are there the retail
establishments in the Town Center like the Pizza
Parlor, Pharmacy and Diner, but there are also a
number of major home occupations present in the
Town Center. While some of these are quite
compatible with general town center business,
such as a veterinarian’s office, others seem to be
less compatible in the long-term. One such “less
compatible” business that has been the focus of
many intense discussions is Sentry Oil, a home
heating business. This business is operated out
of one of the most well kept and attractive historic
homes in the Town Center, which has a large
Chapter 3 - Town of Rutland

Definition of Spot Zoning:
Spot Zoning is generally recognized as
creating or changing a given zoning
classification on the basis of the present use of
an individual property, as opposed to having
the overall characteristics of the surrounding
area, or the highest and best use of the land,
serve as the basis for the classification. An
example of spot zoning would be the rezoning a single family residence that is
currently being used as a retail establishment,
as a business zone. Often spot zoning, as the
name implies, occurs on a property by
property basis and does not contribute to
comprehensive planning goals.
garage built behind the residence, which is in
keeping with the style and characteristics of the
main house. No sign or exterior feature identifies
this property as a business use. The company’s
delivery trucks and other large equipment are
housed outside of the Town Center. The owner is
considerate of his neighbors and of the town
character as a whole. However, the business type
does not fit into the typical description of a
business that is compatible with a town center,
due to the use of heavy equipment associated
with the business and possible problems
associated with future expansion. In addition,
since this parcel is zoned for business uses, such
as automobile sale lots, repair garages or hotels
or motels are allowed as of right at this parcel.
The Zoning Board of Appeals is responsible under
the Town’s Zoning By-laws for administering of
Site Plan Review and issuance of special permits
and variances. At present, property owners
interested in making a change of use to a
particular nonresidential zoned parcel must bring
their cases before the three member Board and
the Board approves or disapproves the changes
with or without conditions. The Board adheres
to the Town’s written By-laws and is in charge of
making judgements when a By-law is unclear as
to its intent with reference to a zoning request.
As discussed in the Dunkin Donuts case, this has
been a problem in the past. Any proposed change
to the Town’s Zoning By-laws is voted on by the
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Rutland Master Plan Recommendations that Pertain to Town Center
Sensitive Development
Economic Opportunity
Land Use/ Zoning
• Tailor regulations relating • Welcome and foster business
• Prepare an overlay district
to site planning, design
activity that contributes to
along Main Street allowing
and signage so business community life in Rutland
professional office businesses
development fits in
in residential structures, with
and contributes to the
• Provide local employment for
design guidelines to meet
local setting
local residents
intensity and scale restrictions
• Encourage neighborhood • Support local businesses
services and small scale
specialty shops in village • Lend distinctive character and
centers
vitality to village centers
•Maintain the “history of
Rutland" by preserving
or restoring historic
streetscapes within
the Town Center

• Establish a historic district for
• Provide places for the comm
the area of Main Street that
unity to socialize
boasts traditional style homes
and the historical center of town.
• Gain sponsors to local activities Alternatively, prepare and adopt
a demolition delay by-law that
• Seek a pattern of development would provide an opportunity
consistent with Rutland’s rural
to consider options when a
New England heritage
property owner intends to
destroy a historic structure
(Beals and Thomas, p. 9-2 and 10-3).

residents of the town and approval by a twothird’s margin is required for passage. One such
recently adopted by-law was the Major Home
Occupation By-law (1998) which allows for
“intense home occupation by special permit”
(Beals and Thomas, p. 8-3).

Master Planning Committee and Zoning
By-law Subcommittee
State law mandates that all towns in
Massachusetts must have a Master Plan upon
which to base their town planning practices.
Funding to support both the Land Use Master
Plan and the rewriting of the zoning by-laws has
been provided by a grant from the Metropolitan
District Commission (MDC) which is invested in
the future of the town since Rutland is one of the
towns in the Quabbin Watershed Protection area.
Any growth or development in Rutland is likely
to have long-term effects on the water quality of
the Quabbin Reservoir that supplies much of the
water to Boston. “The MDC now owns over 5,500
acres of land in Rutland (over 20% of the Town’s
land area)” which is special restrictions for
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• Prepare new sign regulations
applicable to
non-residential districts

watershed protection, additional lands are under
similar restrictions for farmland preservation
(Beals and Thomas 4-2).
The funding for the Master Planning process was
acquired through a grant application that the
Town of Rutland applied for with the MDC. The
planning process began in June of 1998 with the
formation of the Master Planning Committee
from a cross section of the community; local
business
people,
working
mothers,
environmentalists, long time residents and new
arrivals. This committee was guided by the
professional services of Beals and Thomas, a multi
disciplinary firm specializing in planning and
landscape architecture. The firm was hired by the
town to assist in the process of writing an open
space plan, the master plan and update or rewrite
the zoning by-laws and the subdivision rules and
regulations.
One of the first methods that the committee chose
to try to assess the desires of the community was
to ask the citizens what they wanted their town
to look like in the future. The committee did this
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on a large scale by sending a comprehensive
survey out with the 1998 yearly local census
forms. This process was followed by personal
interviews with select members of the community
that were carefully chosen to represent a large
cross section of the populous, business people,
historic commission members, environmental
activists, established local families and families
that recently moved into the area. A strong
response rate to the surveys (61 percent), and the
personal interviews showed that the townspeople
wanted to preserve the rural character of the
town.
Townspeople did not want to encourage fast food
restaurants or strip development. Instead they
were interested in maintaining a town with
similar character to the one they lived in at
present, while accommodating for new business
opportunities and growth. This meant there was
a desire to keep the town center as an active part
of community; a viable commercial area,
residential area and the municipal center. New
business growth should either be in the Town
Center or in one of the other established village
centers, not spread out all along the roads of town
nor on the outskirts. In addition there was the
desire to encourage professional business in the
town center through the introduction of a
“professional overlay district”. Another large
concern for the parents across the town was the
safety of their children. The increase in traffic
along Route 122A, where both the Naquag
Elementary and Central Tree Middle Schools are
located, has been a major issue throughout any
discussion of town center planning. The Master
Planning Committee had to draw on the views
and opinions expressed in the survey and other
feedback to form a conscientious and solid plan
for the town. Bi-weekly meetings have been held
since the inception of this project and have been
a forum for both committee and resident
discussion. The Land Use Master Plan was
brought to vote in May and approved by the
Planning Board. The process of rewriting the
zoning by-laws has been in full force since then.
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Now that the Land Use Master Plan has been
approved, the zoning by-laws need to be
addressed. Both the committee and Pam Brown
(from Beals and Thomas and the law firm Brown
and Brown) need to find a way to encourage the
ideals of the Master Plan through the rewriting
of zoning by-laws. In addition there needs to be a
town-wide understanding and acceptance of the
goals within the Master Plan to allow for a
conscientious effort on the part of the
townspeople and town governmental boards to
implement the changes that are recommended by
the Master Plan. Recently there have been
amendments brought up for vote that would limit
town growth and define major home occupation
(Town of Rutland). There are many opposing
interests in the town and it will not be easy to
find a common ground for the various concerns.
These groups range from old-time residents that
see no reason to “fix what ain’t broke”, to
developers who want to profit from their land
holdings and the newer residents that want to be
sure that Rutland can provide them with the
services they expect.

Town Center of Rutland from late 1900s map.
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LOCAL INTEREST GROUPS
An important issue which needs to be considered
is the role of the other committees and societies
in town that have an interest in the preservation
of small town character; these are the Historical
Commission, the Historical District Study
Committee, and Historical Society. These three
groups are completely separate entities with
unique missions. Both the Historical Commission
and the Historical District Study Committee are
appointed by the Selectmen and are presently
chaired by one individual. The Historical Society
does not have commissioned positions; rather it
is a social group open to all interested individuals.
In an ideal world these groups, while each having
their own role in preservation works, would be
coordinating their efforts in some manner to aid
in achieving a unified goal. In Rutland, as with
many other communities, this is not the case.
Another group, the Rutland Business Owners
Association, has been created in the past year. This
group was formed in response to concern about
business interests in the Master Plan.
Representatives from the Rutland Business
Owners Association now actively participate in
the towns planning effort. In addition other
residents take an active role in own planning
efforts.

Historic Commission and Historical
District Study Committee
The mission of the Historical Commission is to
plan for identification, evaluation and protection
of historic and prehistoric resources in town, per
M.G.L. 40C, s. 8D. Members of the Historical
Commission are interested in establishing a
Historic District that runs along Main Street
through the Town Center with a possible
expansion in later years. The proposed District
would be comprised of 124 sites including all of
the Main Street properties in the Town Center. The
Chair of the Historical Commission, mentioned
in an interview that the committee has the support
of the residents, but has been having problems
acquiring the needed funding for a complete
Historical District Study from the Town Finance
Committee. This Study is required by the state as
part of the Historic District application process
and without it there is no chance of establishing
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a District. In addition there has been no actual
study or survey that has evaluated the support
for the adoption of such a District.
The funding however does not seem to be the only
stumbling block. According to the 1998 Report to
the Town the Commission, “met sparingly…(but)
did review local inventories and list those to be
considered under a plan by the Rutland Historical
District Study Committee,” (1998 Annual Report,
p. 87). This continues to be an issue, a commission
that is less active does not tend to achieve very
much. Also mentioned in their annual report to
the Town were plans for the restoration of the
Franklin Wood Studio, a historic artist’s studio
behind the Franklin Wood House in the Town
Center. This studio is the commissioned office of
the Historical Commission, but is in a state of
disrepair. At the time of the report restoration was
anticipated in the next year, over a year has passed
and there is still no sign of progress on the Studio
as its condition continues to deteriorate.
The Historic Commission is also pursuing the
adoption of a Demolition Delay By-law that
would have a “bit of a bite” according to the Chair
of the Commission. The Demolition Delay the
chair is interested in having the town adopt would
disallow a building permit from being issued, “to
any premises upon which a significant building
or structure has been voluntarily demolished in
violation of this bylaw for a period of two years
after the date of completion of such demolition,”
(Procedure, p. 3). This would deter a developer
from ignoring the demolition delay as a means
furthering progress on a project. Both this and the
Historic District efforts are poorly coordinated
with the master planning and zoning by-law
processes.

Historical Society
The Rutland Historic Society is a nonprofit
organization that has been established to
“cultivate and encourage an interest in the history
of Rutland and its vicinity,” (Rutland Historical
Society flyer). Part of this mission includes
maintaining a historic building and to collect and
preserve materials within a museum. This
museum is located in the Franklin Wood house
in the Town Center, which also serves as the
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present home for the Police Department. It houses
a wealth of local heirlooms and historical
memorabilia along with a library of historical and
genealogical information. The Society is open
several hours a week and by appointment (Beals
and Thomas). They also provide outreach
programs such as visiting the local elementary
school and taking an active role in seasonal town
events. Members of the Historical Society have
been active in the master planing process more
as interested residents than as members of a
preservation group.

Historic image of Town Center with General Store and
Restaurant.

trust them to represent the business interests.
However, the subcommittee as a whole is pleased
that the business community has organized
themselves and has expressed a willingness to
work with the subcommittee to find a common
solution instead of simply opposing the adoption
of the recently complete Land Use Master Plan.
Rutland Historical Society's home, the Franklin Wood house.

Rutland Business Owners Association
Since the planning process has begun in town,
local business people felt they needed some sort
of organized representation at the Zoning By-law
Subcommittee meetings. Two years into the
process, reacting to rumors based on preliminary
discussions regarding spot zoning many local
business people began were attending these
meetings and reacting to topics in a haphazard
unorganized manner. After several meetings in
which little was accomplished except that the
subcommittee was made aware of the business
people’s distrust of the ongoing process, it was
decided that the business people would organize
into a collective group. There is now a local
architect who has been appointed to represent the
Rutland Business Owners Association. This is an
interesting group that is made up only of those
business people that oppose the present process
who are intent on adamantly protecting their own
interests. Some members of the zoning
subcommittee are local business people and are
understandably disappointed in the attitude of
others in the business community who do not
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Residents
In addition to responding to the survey
residents have attended many of the bi-monthly
meetings as well as the town presentation before
the Planning Board’s vote on the Land Use Master
Plan. From these forums it is clear that while
people are interested in preserving their town
character they are wary of the implementation of
town and governmental controls. Many citizens
still think of their town as one in which people
would not do something to offend their neighbors
and always have the best interests of the
community in mind. Some think that design
standards and similar controls are unnecessary
and would make their town overregulated.
Others are very interested in these controls and
have an appreciation of the impact the recent
growth trend can make on the town. These people
are more eager to institute standards and controls
before the growth and development take over the
town and destroy the special character of their
town.
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Other Issues
It should be noted that the Rutland Heights State
Hospital site is in transition. The formerly state
owned property is located on Maple Street just
south of the Town Center whatever the outcome
of the site it will have a great impact upon the
Town Center. The site is approximately 88 acres
with between 55 and 60 developable acres. Since
it’s closure in 1991 there has been speculation as
to the future use of the site and there have been
many committees, forums and panels that have
been part of the research and investigation into
viable reuses for the site. The legislation turning
the site over to the Town was recently approved;
creating a warrant that proscribes the allowable
redevelopment options. While the final use of the
site has yet to be implemented and its timeline is
yet undetermined, it is required to be redeveloped
as a mixed-use area. Some of the possible
functions that have been discussed include
playing fields, assisted living facilities, small
businesses and light industry, but not singlefamily homes (Beals and Thomas). This plan may
extend the downtown core through to the Heights
hospital site and would need to be included in
future considerations of preservation and
downtown revitalization.
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Pedestrian route at the west end of Rutland Town Center.

Summary
Change will come to Rutland, the question is
whether the town is prepared for that change and
has a clear vision of the future that can sustain a
viable community. It is clear that there is a wealth
of resources in the town and an active group of
citizens who are interested in what is going on in
their town. From concern over the master plan to
attendance of local meetings, there is a real sense
of community that “doesn’t mean understanding
everything about everybody and resolving the
differences; it means knowing how to work
within the differences as they change and evolve”
(Lippard, p. 24). Rutland has many important
resources including their history and local citizen
involvement. With this strong heritage, they have
the foundation necessary to succeed in preserving
their small town character. Recommendations
suggested in the Master Plan as well as those
indicated in this project can be achieved through
an active planning process.
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CHAPTER 4
RECOMMENDATIONS
There is not a village in America, however badly planned at first, or ill-built afterwards, that
may not be redeemed, in a great measure, by the aid of shade trees in the streets, and a little
shrubbery in the front yards, and it is never too late or too early to project improvements of this
kind.
Andrew Jackson Downing
(Mass Council on the Arts and Humanities, 1989)

A credo to keep in mind when suggesting a small
town character preservation strategy is from J. B.
Jackson, “I have dutifully recommended a balance
between the forces of stability and those of
mobility as a way to achieve the best landscape
for the future,” (J. B. Jackson, 1984, p. xii). Towns
and people must change with the times, yet there
are many traits and characteristics that can be
preserved as a viable entity within small towns.
It is not the question of change, as that is
inevitable, but how that change will occur.
Rutland has taken the first steps in this process
by creating and approving a Land Use Master
Plan that provides a vision statement for the
town’s future. Plans like this are seen an
important factor in minimizing the negative
impact of change “the small town must know
early on what it is and where it wishes to go, and
must keep that knowledge clearly before it as it
meets its future” (Craycroft and Fazio, p. 45). The
Town of Rutland has achieved the first steps in
this process, agreeing upon what it is and where
it wants to go, and can now proceed to achieve
the goals that have been discussed in the Master
Plan, as well as consider the additional
recommendations studied within this document..
The recommendations of this study will be
organized in the same structure as Chapter 2,
Tools and Techniques to enable easy crossreferencing. Thus, the proposed tools for historic
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preservation will be studied first. Following will
be an overview of the techniques that can be
implemented to foster downtown revitalization.
Possible changes to the zoning by-laws, such as
adding overlay districts, will be reviewed after
the revitalization techniques. Following the
recommendations organized by type will be a
review of implementation strategies and a staged
plan of action for the town. In addition there will
be a short discussion of various assistance
programs that are available to the town in their
efforts to preserve their small town community
character.

Historic Preservation
In the process of studying the historic
preservation options for the Town of Rutland a
number of major issues were considered. These
issues included a historic preservation plan,
historic districts, demolition delay, design
guidelines, and public education. Whether or not
the town of Rutland should have a preservation
district has become a central question in the
historic preservation study. At present it seems
the answer is no, however, this does not preclude
the possibility of creating a preservation district
in the future. As much of the effort to form a
historic district must come from within the
community, the establishment of a district truly
depends on the interest level of the town
residents, and specifically the inhabitants of the
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structures in the area(s) which are eligible to
become historic districts. Currently there is no
accurate and accountable survey of community
interest in adopting either a Historic District or a
Neighborhood Conservation District, however
the general sentiment at town meetings and
functions is non-supportive of historic
preservation initiatives. There are many
individual reasons for this lack of support, but
one of the largest issues may be the lack of
familiarity with the varying degrees of historic
preservation protections. Public awareness of
opportunities and options available when
establishing a historic district are not sufficient
enough to gather support to begin the formal
process of applying for a district nomination.
Furthermore, there are significant negative
impressions of historic preservation to overcome.
Additional support work, including both
increasing public education programs and
boosting awareness of the need for preservation
as well as the benefits of preservation, must occur
before the Historical Commission can succeed
securing a district nomination.

Preservation Plan
The recommended first step in advancing the case
of historic preservation locally is to initiate a
comprehensive historic preservation plan for the
town. This plan could be completed by the
Historical Commission with the assistance of an
outside preservation consultant. It seems that
both across town, and even within the Rutland
Historical Commission, there is no
comprehensive knowledge as to what the
preservation options are for the Town and what
benefits these options may hold. By creating a
historic preservation plan, an extensive
knowledge base can be achieved. This plan would
be available to the community as a whole and
could significantly increase local awareness and
interest in historic preservation. In addition
historic preservation would be introduced into
the public process and this forum would allow
individuals to become involved and contribute
to historic preservation in Rutland.
At present the Historical Commission has a set
plan of action and may not feel that a
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comprehensive historic preservation plan is
needed. Their current plan calls for two main
initiatives; creating a Historic District designation
along Main Street and enacting a Demolition
Delay By-law. There is little public support for
either of these proposals, due, in part, to the lack
of public involvement in the creation of the
preservation action plan.
Only after a comprehensive historic preservation
plan has been completed and public awareness
and interest is increased would it be wise to
pursue the adoption of any type of historic
district. A preservation plan would serve to assess
the historic resources, identify preservation
opportunities, evaluate the present status of
preservation in the community, set goals and
objectives, create an action plan and set a timeline
for actions. Perhaps most important is that this
process would include a survey and interview
procedure that would assess the public interest
in preservation while concurrently providing an
opportunity to increase public education about
historic preservation. This preservation plan
would also encourage and enable the Town’s
Historical Commission to work more closely with
the Massachusetts State Historical Commission.
While the historic preservation plan is in the
development stage the collection of necessary
materials for a future historic district and the
public education process could proceed.

Historic District
In regard to the historic district there are a number
of serious homeowner misconceptions about the
rules and regulations that are associated with
Historic Districts, especially in relation to the
rights of property owners. Many of these issues
are related to difficulties business owners and
homeowners in the neighboring town of Holden
have had with historic district regulations.
Much of the local distrust of historic districts has
sprung from the highly publicized experience of
a single business owner in Holden. A local
businessman has been trying to build an awning
for his gas station for approximately 20 years, "in
that time he has seen four prior rejections, a court
ruling and a pitched debate surrounding the issue
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of historic preservation versus commercial
development," The Landmark, (September 16, 1999).
Though he has tried to conform to design review
guidelines set by the historic district commission,
he has been denied the chance to build his
awning. Even without this negative example
many citizens are distrustful of added rules and
regulations. However, with a case such as this
where local residents have seen negative feedback
from the establishment of a historic district it is
even more important to make public education a
priority and to emphasize the intent of the historic
district one is trying to establish. Clarifying the
differences between the standards to be set for
Rutland from those set in Holden, is crucial. One
suggested method of clarification would be to
compare several mock review cases.

rehabilitating and reusing the historic property
for the restaurant use.

The appropriate method to create Historic District
status in the future may be to demonstrate the
process on a smaller scale. During an interview,
Chris Skelly, from the Massachusetts Historical
Commission, suggested that a Neighborhood
Conservation District could be more feasible at
this time than a Historic District, for Rutland. This
suggestion came after a discussion of the
challenges that the Historical Commission faces
in applying for a Historic District. As discussed
in Chapter 2, Tools and Techniques, a
Neighborhood Conservation District is similar to
a Historic District, but allows the community to
be more flexible in the restrictions and conditions
of the district.

While the creation of a demolition delay is
currently being pursued, the education process
needs to be more complete before support could
be raised for a demolition delay. Considering that
the creation of a local historic district may take
some time providing a demolition delay within
the zoning ordinances can give the Historic
Commission and other interested parties an
opportunity to provide the means to investigate
alternatives to the complete loss of a significant
structure.
Whiteman
and
Taintor ’s
recommendations for Coventry Village echo this
thought, “Adopt a Demo Delay ordinance for the
Village Center to prevent the loss of buildings
which contribute to the character of the area...A
Design Review Board should be responsible for
reviewing any application which requests a
demolition permit. If the Board determines that
the building is preferably preserved, a delay
period of six months should be imposed in order
to find alternative solutions to demolition,”
Whiteman and Taintor, p.6).

Demolition Delay By-law
Both property owners and developers are wary
of a demolition delay by-law simply because it
would impose further regulations upon them and
the majority of the townspeople feel there is no
sense of urgent need for such a standard. There
are clear precedents, such as the recent demolition
of a house on Main Street which made way for a
replica building housing a Dunkin Donuts
restaurant, that are in opposition of the lack of
necessity of a demolition delay. Had a demolition
delay been in place, members of the historic
preservation interests may have had time to
negotiate an agreeable compromise, perhaps
demonstrating the cost effectiveness of
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During interviews with Chris Skelly, from the
Massachusetts Historic Commission, he
recommended that Rutland create a demolition
delay by-law that, “works best for them.” Like
the other zoning regulations there is not just one
way to write a by-law, it can be adapted to suit
the individual needs of a town, finding the
common ground between the opportunity for
preservation and the desire to develop and grow.
Because Massachusetts is a home rule state, the
town has the authority to choose whether they
want a demolition delay or not and if they do
want one they have the means to choose exactly
how strict or loose that by-law is written.

Design Guidelines
Design guidelines are another element the town
could utilize as an means of furthering the cause
of historic preservation and downtown
revitalization without having formal programs in
place. The guidelines could first be provided as
recommendations, not requirements, then be
refined and incorporated into the zoning
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ordinances at a later date. By this method those
developers or homeowners who wished to follow
the policy of the town, could. While design review
has been linked to Historic Preservation Districts,
they are also part of many towns development
standards and can also be applied to alterations
to existing structures. Typically design standards
for an established community discuss guidelines
first as they apply to historic properties, then as
they apply to supporting structures and infill
development. In some towns a number of districts
are recognized as having unique features,
character and site development. In this case,
general guidelines are created for the community
at large, and an additional set of individual
standards are written for each of the districts.
Guidelines often include sections discussing
architectural features, materials, elements,
additions, site standards, site features, and
lighting. As mentioned previously, the standards
in these categories can be as open or limiting as
the town wishes.
Other issues that could be addressed in Rutland
guidelines relate to the visual quality to the Town
Center. One intrusive element in Rutland, like
many other towns, is the presence of overhead
wires. A guideline stating that overhead electric,
cable and telephone wires should be buried when
possible, could be included in the standards.
Often towns apply for outside grants to fund a
major project such as burying all the wires in the
town. This is generally conducted in a phased
manner, where the phase one work would begin
in a central point such as the Town Center and
proceed outward as funding allowed. In addition
to overhead wires alternatives to intrusive cell
phone and communication towers should be
provided, especially in scenic areas. In a town like
Rutland, placed strategically at a high point in
the state, there is a high demand for tower access.
Review standards for tower placement should be
included in the town by-laws. Options such as
installing communications links in church
steeples and other existing structures should be
greatly encouraged, while limits to placement in
scenic areas should be set. Both overhead wires
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and communication towers affect the character,
aesthetics and the overall long-range planning
goals of the town.
In relation to the adoption of any of the
recommended policies that would necessitate a
design review board, such as design standards,
the representative from the Massachusetts
Historic Society mentioned the make-up of a
board in Hull, Massachusetts as a possible model.
Like Rutland, Hull is a small town where many
of the involved residents are overcommitted and
do not have time to join more committees or
boards. Hull's review board consists of one
member from each the Select Board, Conservation
Commission, Planning Board, and Historic
Commission; thereby not necessitating the
creation of a entirely new board. As well, this
allowed for a balanced interaction when dealing
with growth, development and preservation.

Public Education and Involvement
One major issue discussed in the previous chapter
was the role of the Historical Commission and
Historical Society in town planning efforts. For
the successful preservation of small town
character to occur, members of one or preferably
both of these groups need to become more active
in the town planning process and public
education. This has been widely noted, “In a
town, preservationists must organize more
formally and proceed in a more formal manner
in dealing with local government and with their
fellow citizens…must give themselves a local
name, officers, and by-laws, mainly in order to
deal as a unit with outside agencies such as county
authorities, state historical commissions, the
National Trust, and philanthropic foundations, all
of whose help is important," (Zeigler, p. 1).
By joining forces and presenting coordinated,
unified goals the Historical Commission and the
Historical Society could more readily achieve both
public education and outreach. The chance for
increasing public awareness is doubled and in
coordinating efforts the chance for the adoption
of the appropriate protections for the Town are
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increased as well. It must be brought to public
attention that Historic Districts have many
positive results and that they can cater to the
needs of the community. Districts do not have one
set of rules that they abide by, a town adapts
protections from a series of conditions to suit their
needs best. Having a well informed public can
be the most useful tool for the preservation
interests.
Whether or not a historic district is pursued it
would be recommended that the Historical
Commission members become more active in all
aspects of Town politics, especially the current
zoning by-law rewriting process. In addition it
would be helpful to bring in some professional
assistance to help inventory the resources,
whether for a historic district, or just as part of a
comprehensive preservation plan. This inventory
should include what is to be conserved, establish
common criteria for judging quality, and evaluate
the impact of an object on human conscience
(Timmons, p. 369). The town of Haddonfield had
a strong education element included in their
initial establishment of a historic district. They
described it as a three pronged attack, "1.
Mobilizing public opinion to approve the
enactment of a Historic District Ordinance. 2.
Public acceptance of and cooperation with the
administration of the Historic District Ordinance.
3. A continuing education program to promote
awareness of and appreciation for the town’s
architectural heritage, to promote preservation,
restoration, and rehabilitation, and to foster the
knowledge of and civic pride in the architectural
history of the community." (Aiken, p. 195). They
achieved their goals through using the local
newspaper as a communication tool, providing
many opportunities for residences to learn more
about historic preservation, their town and to
become involved in preservation. The
opportunities for involvement included holiday
tours of historic homes and yearly open houses
as well as events, classes and presentations by
preservation professionals.
Publishing is another method that many towns
and historic associations use to help educate and
make the public more aware of their local history
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and the unique features of their community. The
Town of Haddonfield, NJ has published a number
of books that brought attention to the town’s
history for all the residents, many of whom may
not have been longtime residents, but who were
interested in learning about the community they
moved into. For a town like Rutland, that is
gaining many new residents that may not know
the town’s history, this is a golden opportunity
to provide people with a connection to their new
community. The chair of the Rutland Historical
Commission, Bernice Anderson, has been
involved in writing and organizing a book from
the Images of America series which chronicles the
pictorial history of Rutland. It would be
advantageous to follow this publication up with
another; more serious piece after the public has
already become interested in the saga of the town.
One suggestion might be similar to the book, Lost
Haddonfield, published by the Haddonfield
Historical Society. Lost Haddonfield details
buildings, lifestyles, recreation areas and sites that
have been lost or radically changed over the years.
Rutland has both the resources and an eventful,
engaging history that would make such an
undertaking interesting and beneficial to other
areas of preservation. Another topic that may be
an excellent subject for an upcoming publication
would be a study for a Historic District or
Neighborhood Conservation District, if either of
these districts comes to fruition.
On a final note in regard to historic preservation
is the role of finance. Economics have long been
a factor in the process of preservation and the
demonstration of economic benefits and
feasibility can often sway support for projects.
Early in the 20 th Century the Society for the
Preservation of New England Antiquities
(SPNEA) was campaigning to preserve a house
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire. The president
of SPNEA, William Appleton, circulated a petition
to gather the support of local businessmen
towards preservation. In this petition he
emphasized the role of preservation in drawing
customers to local commerce. In response he
received support for his endeavor and was told,
“You will find much interest here in things
material, but very little in sentimental,”
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(Lindgren, p. 120). By showing a community or
individuals the economic benefits of preservation
one may be more likely to garner support than
by simply appealing to the emotional and
aesthetic aspects of preservation.
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Summary
The process of improving the state of historic
preservation in Rutland and thereby protecting
small town character is a complicated process that
will require the work of many dedicated
individuals acting in concert. Often many
elements need to be in development at once to
enable the timely adoption or introduction of
policies. While the public awareness of
preservation initiatives is occurring the research
and documentation necessary for establishing a
historic district should also be in action. Similarly
while planning for future design guidelines an
introduction to guidelines should be part of the
education program. With a coordinated effort and
motivated individuals the community can
become more interested and supportive of many
of the initiatives that the historic preservation
interests would like to see implemented. Please
see the action plan timeline table at the end of
this chapter for a more detailed review of the
recommended actions and their implementation
schedule.
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Downtown Revitalization
Much like the historic preservation process the
revitalization of the Town Center of Rutland
requires a comprehensive plan. Much on the
planning process has already taken place as part
of the Rutland Master Plan. The Master Plan calls
for the development of a number of town centers
as discussed in Chapter 3, Rutland. To follow
through on the revitalization and improvements
to the Town Center in particular there are a
number of programs that could assist in the
process of maintaining small town character
while engaging in small scale redevelopment.
One such program is the National Main Street
Program. Involvement in various assistance
programs and success in applying for and
receiving grants requires some type of town
facilitator. Such a coordinator or group could
enable both redevelopment improvements and
address current issues that face the Town Center.

National Main Street Program
While Rutland may not be interested or currently
have the resources to apply for membership in
the National Main Street Program, the policies set
forth by the program could be followed or used
as guidelines by Rutland. In addition the
organization has events and programs that would
aid Rutland in their goal to preserve community
character. One opportunity is the mentoring ‘Peer
to Peer‘ grant. This provides the town with a
representative from a community of similar size
that has been working with similar challenges and
is further along in the process. The hope is that
the peer provided would be able to inform
citizens of Rutland what unforeseen or
anticipated problems they will be facing and how
their town dealt with the challenges. There is also
the Annual Town Meeting of the National Main
Street Program would be a helpful conference to
attend, it is held annually in April. Members of
communities participating in the Main Street
program generally attend these meetings,
participants from Rutland could discuss the
advantages and disadvantages of applying and
becoming members of the program. In addition
there are numerous workshops that review
practices and policies that aid in the revitalization
of town centers and downtowns.
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Development Facilitation
A key element is the involvement of the Town of
Rutland. When larger communities engage in
downtown revitalization or redevelopment plans
a number of authorities, such as a redevelopment
authority, development facilitator and
community development corporation, are
generally used. For the Town of Rutland the role
of a these authorities could be taken care of by
one task force or committee. The role of that group
would be a combination of tasks of the following
groups; with the overall goal being to facilitate
downtown revitalization and serve as a grant
coordination and implementation.
Development authorities, generally an entity
legally separate from the local government, exist
to perform functions exclusively for and by
authorization of the local government. They
operate primarily in redevelopment project areas
designated by a board of supervisors that
determine yearly implementation projects. A
director is responsible for implementing
redevelopment plans and any other special
projects. These agencies can acquire properties
and often provide local funding for the
development of affordable housing. The
development authority may, before transferring
a parcel, make improvements that would enhance
its appeal for redevelopment. For example, it
could install new utilities, curb and gutter. The
Town of Rutland would be considered the
development authority.
A single person is generally responsible for
coordinating implementation of the various
aspects of a revitalization plan. Many
departments, agencies and individuals may be
actively involved in a larger community, and it is
important to have a clear line of communication
with someone who can help to facilitate projects
that meet revitalization objectives. In Rutland this
could be the responsibility of chair of a
revitalization committee, or an appointed
individual.
Generally,
Community
Development
Corporations (CDC) are run by professional staff
or citizen boards, who have undertaken
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responsibility for a defined area. A majority of the
members of the board live in the community they
serve, having both personal interest and
knowledge of how to improve the district. Often
these members include representatives from
businesses and institutions, bringing resources
and insight into the process. CDCs create
opportunities to the community through a blend
of commercial, industrial and residential
initiatives along with the support of financing,
marketing and management tools.

Current Issues
There are a number of events and issues that will
arise in the course of growth and development in
the Town of Rutland. Those involved in
downtown revitalization are going to have to be
prepared to meet these issues and find practical
resolutions that maintain the small town character
of Rutland Town Center.
A key battle that may be coming soon is related
to the post office, which is currently located in
the Town Center. Recent reports indicate that the
post office may need more space than available
in their current facilities within the next ten years.
It is imperative that Rutland make every effort to
keep the post office in the Town Center. There has
been a recent trend across the country to move
the main post office outside of the downtown area
and into a larger site on the outskirts of town. This
trend furthers the disintegration of the core
activity area that downtowns provide. Bill Bryson
comments on this phenomena in his I’m a Stranger
Here Myself, a reflection on American society after
living abroad for over twenty years. He laments,
“residents discovered one day late last year that
their post office…was to be shut down and the
business transferred to a zone of shopping malls
on the periphery. There have been at least four
towns here in our corner of New Hampshire that
have suffered this unkind fate, and all of them
have downtowns that are struggling,” (Bryson,
p. 263).
A similar situation occurred in Amherst,
Massachusetts and a compromise was found; the
post office built an expanded service center at the
edge of town, but maintained the downtown
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location as well. Clearly towns need not only to
provide for retail needs in their downtowns, but
also to maintain the civic core. Residents need to
be able to come to their town center and actually
get a number of errands done in one stop, not by
driving from store to store accomplishing one task
at each stop, but to park and walk to a number of
different locations.
Another important issue to consider is the
automobile, more specifically, accommodating
the automobile in the Town Center. While there
may never be a burgeoning hub of businesses in
the center of Rutland, the patrons of those
businesses should be able to have easily accessible
parking nearby. Currently there is a empty lot next
to the Rutland Pharmacy along Maple Avenue on
the south side of Main Street that is town owned
and used for informal parking. Parking is also
available behind the Community Hall and
Rutland Public Library on the north side of Main
Street. In addition there is on street parking
available both along the busy high-speed Main
Street (Route 122A) and Maple Avenue (Route 56).
Providing a more fully integrated and formally
programmed parking plan in coordination with
a safe pedestrian circulation plan, especially
concerning the crossing of Main Street in the Town
Center, should be an initiative of Town Center
revitalization. This has been a major
recommendation of the design project that
Kanittha Tongsri completed in the spring of 2000
that coincided with the initial project. Perhaps if
the town owned lot was formally adopted as a
parking area it could accommodate both current
customers and encourage others to stop in town,
while improving the aesthetics of the current
situation. This, in conjunction with improving the
pedestrian connection across Main Street and
formalizing the parking behind the Community
Hall, would make great bounds to assisting a
return to the walkable downtown and enjoyable
pedestrian experience.

Summary
Combining the efforts of both national programs
and an in-town coordination group Rutland can
accomplish the downtown revitalization
recommendations set forth in this study.
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Zoning
Zoning protections that have already been
discussed in the historic preservation section of
the recommendations include historic district
overlay zones, design guidelines and demolition
delay by-laws. These are all important zoning
regulations that are part of the overall process of
preserving small town character. In addition to
these zoning changes there is another, the
protection of the town common, that came to light
during the process of studying the components
of the character of the Town Center of Rutland.
One of the most important and defining features
of the Town Center are the two commons.
Presently the Town Commons have no specific
protection laid upon them. This is a matter that
should be remedied in the near future. While the
land is owned by the town and used as recreation
space it would be wise to set the common under
further protection to defend it against future
development or further encroachment by the
streets and roadways that border and cut through
the common. Ronald Lee Fleming warns that, ”the
forces that had preserved these spaces for
generations were often in disarray. In some towns
there was simply no one keeping watch,…In other
places the traditional protectors, historical
societies and betterment groups, were now small
voices in large towns,” (Fleming, p.xvi). Other
experts worry about the future of village greens,
“which have functioned as foci and centers in so
many towns and villages….they have developed
into traffic islands that the pedestrian tries to reach
at his or her peril, “ (Hamer, p. 163). While
Rutland may never grow to a booming metropolis
and isolate it’s common into a traffic island it
would be wise to establish a set of standards for
the common and place it under permanent
protection. Just as townspeople today may see
both the master planning process and the
rewriting of the zoning by-laws, as unnecessary
because they think that local residents will always
be able to protect the interests of the town, they
may feel that the protection of the common is
overzealous. However, in thirty years time when
the Rutland common is still alive and well and
other towns have lost their green those same
residents may feel differently.
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The point of the common is that it is to be used
for and by the community. Any protections and
restrictions are put upon it will need to be
determined by public meetings and workshops.
During e-mail discussion with the Town’s
planning consultant Pam Brown she commented,
“the places you have named are town-owned and
therefore generally presumed to be protected
from development. However, this does not
preclude the town from building a fire station,
school etc. or even selling it for that matter - none
of these options seems likely. The only real way
to provide greater protection would be to place
the land under the control of the Conservation
Commission so that it would fall under park/
conservation land and would then be subject to a
2/3 vote rather than majority vote of town
meeting if a change in use were proposed.” This
of course is in terms of zoning regulations and
not design standards or the possible designation
as part of a Historic District. There are a number
of publications that may be useful in the process
of determining the right decision for Rutland such
as On Common Ground by Ronald Lee Fleming. It
is also always helpful to look at what other local
communities who have addressed similar
challenges have done. Rutland can look at West
Brookfield, where they have similar issues with
traffic circulation and development pressures, or
to many towns to the East, near Boston that have
been addressing development pressures for some
time now.
A local example of action taken to protect a
common comes from Amherst. The town has an
overlay district that protects the common for the
future. The regulations associated with the
overlay district include design review for any
renovations or actions that take place within a
chosen footage of the common. “It is imperative
to expand this concept of a defensible space, of a
common ground – a space where form and
context merge,” (Fleming, On Common Ground
1982).
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Summary
While many of the zoning actions are integrated
into either the historic preservation or downtown
revitalization initiatives they are key elements in
the process of preserving the small town character
of Rutland. Refer to the Action Plan Timeline at
the end of the chapter for an illustrative table with
the recommended zoning actions as well as those
of the other elements.

Community Preservation Act
The town should consider adoption of the
Community Preservation Act (CPA) in
conjunction with the public education of the
historic preservation initiative. Support for the
CPA may not be strong, but there are many
benefits to adopting this act for the town related
not just to historic preservation, but also to
affordable housing and open space.
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Implementation
In order for the recommendations of the plan to
succeed they must be implemented in a timely
and orderly fashion. The table that follows
illustrates the recommendations set forth in this
chapter as a series of short, mid and long range
actions for the town to pursue. A key component
of any implementation plan is funding. Included
as an appendix to this document is a list of
possible funding sources and resources. Many of
the listed organizations have grants available, or
programs that the town could take part in as a
means of attaining the recommendations set forth
in this study.

Action Plan Timeline
Range

Action

Responsible Party

SHORT RANGE
Hist. Pres. Plan
Coor Hist Comm. & Hist Soc.
Hist. Pres. Educ.
Coor. w/ Mass Hist. Comm.
Begin Design Guidelines
Estab. Downtown Devel. Comm. (DDC)
Begin Common protection Zoning
Promote Hist of Rut. Book
Consider CPA

Hist Comm.
Hist Comm. & Hist. Soc.
Hist Comm.
Hist Comm. & Pln. Brd.
Hist Comm. & Pln. Brd.
Pln. Brd.
Pln. Brd.
Hist. Comm. & Hist. Soc.
Hist Comm. & Pln. Brd.

MID RANGE
Estab. Conserv. Dist.
Finalize Design Guidelines
Demlt. Delay By-law
Document History of Rutland
Apply for grant funding
Begin streescape improvemnets
Include Common protection in Zoning
Begin 2nd Rutland history book
Promote post office staying downtown

Hist Comm. & Pln. Brd.
Hist Comm. & Pln. Brd.
Hist. Comm. & Hist. Soc.
DCC
DCC & Pln. Brd.
Pln. Brd.
Hist. Comm. & Hist. Soc.
DCC

LONG RANGE
Establish Hist. Dist.
Incorp Design Guidelines into Zoning
Publish 2nd Rutland History book
Continue streetscape improvements

Hist. Comm. & Pln. Brd.
Pln. Brd.
Hist. Comm. & Hist. Soc.
DCC
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Hist. Dntn
Pres. Revit.
x
x
x
x
x

Zn.g

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
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Outside Assistance Programs
In addition it is highly encouraged that the Town
should become involved with a number of
programs that are available on the state and
national level to assist them in the planning
process for historic preservation of small town
character and downtown revitalization. Some of
these programs are more focused on preservation
or revitalization, but they share the common goal
of assisting town in their efforts to plan for the
future of their community. There are a number of
journals and associations that would be quite
helpful to the town‘s case. Chief among these are;
the peer to peer grants, historic preservation
grants and downtown revitalization grants.
Further information on the contact information
and specific descriptions of some of these
programs is included in the appendix. Following
is a review of two important groups that can assist
a town or committee in choosing what grants they
might want to apply for and adding those into
the action plan.
The Massachusetts Historic Society offers
guidance for communities interested in
preservation on many different levels. They can
assist a community in choosing what grants may
be appropriate for their interests and provide
assistance in the grant application process. They
are available as well to come to the town and
make presentations either to the local Historical
Commission or to a general town meeting. These
presentations can help to educate the public as to
what preservation options are available to the
community and what ones might be most
appropriate for the needs of the town. They can
also help to explain or clarify the specific rules
and restrictions of different preservation
techniques.
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Conclusion
The future of Rutland lies in the hands of its
citizens, both the lifelong residents and the new
arrivals. With a concerted effort the unique
character of the Town Center, and the town as a
whole, can be preserved. The preservation does
not indicate a stasis, but rather a appreciation and
respect for the past while looking forward to the
need for change and accommodation of growth.
As commented upon, “unique...is a functioning
main street, whose occupants are well aware of
its value and took pains to preserve it, and in that
the original character of the organic street has
been maintained. The importance of this
particular endeavor is that it is solely the work of
the people of the community, not of a foundation
or an agency of the government. It is not a
restoration, nor a museum, both of which are
inevitably filled with quaintness and inauthentic
periodizations, such as gas lamps and costumed
artisans plying defunct trades for the benefit of
tourists. It seems that the moment we decide to
save a site we must endow it with some
significance to make it “historic” and so that it
can be a tourist success; but by merely restoring
it, we embalm it, we remove its soul, it is dead,”
(Plowden 1971, p.25). In Rutland there may not
be a line of the citizens trying specifically to “save
the historic integrity of main street.” Yet they want
their town to remain unique and to provide a
special home for them and generations to come.
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CHAPTER 5
REFLECTIONS
Mobility and change are the key to the vernacular landscape, but of an involuntary, reluctant
sort; not the expression of restlessness and search for improvement but an enduring patient
adjustment to circumstances. Far too often these are the arbitrary decisions of those in power,
but natural conditions play their part and so do ignorance and a blind loyalty to local ways, and
so does the absence of long-range objectiveness: the absence of what we would call a sense of
future history.
J.B.Jackson,
“Concluding with Landscapes” (1984)
from William Least Heat-Moon Prairy Erth p. 140
Learning how to live in a small town is learning how to live.
Wanda Urbanska and Frank Levering
from Moving to a Small Town

While working with the small town of Rutland
and studying other small towns there are several
thoughts I would like to share with the reader.
Much as there is no one correct definition of small
town character there is no one solution for
preserving small town character. Working with a
small town differs from working in a large city,
in that there are fewer people in town and you
may have more opportunity for interaction with
residents. Residents know that “Mable” is voting
a certain way because she owns property that she
is hoping to sell to a developer. The local paper
writer is known to everyone as "Kate," not as the
reporter. If you want to talk about a sensitive
matter you don’t go to the diner, because
whatever you say may soon be general
knowledge. There tends to be an inherent distrust
of government and enforcement of laws in a small
community. Residents feel that they have been
doing a good job of managing their own
community and are wary of handing over control
to the authority of new laws. Perhaps they forget
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that their own friends and neighbors would still
administer the laws, or perhaps that is what scares
them. At the present time there are many people
moving in to Rutland that did not grow up there.
These people are not familiar with the unwritten
rules of the community. Perhaps they are
interested in a different future than some of the
individuals in the community. Long-time
residents do not know the more recent arrivals,
nore do they know their intents. The vision and
goals of newer residents may not correspond with
those enabling communication between longterm residents finding a common ground between
these groups is a part of the planning process.
One of the strongest reactions to zoning
regulations was from the business community.
They fear that their interests are being ignored in
consideration for those of the newer residents. In
fact, the Land Use Master Plan and zoning bylaws are being formed in consideration of
numerous surveys, interviews and pubic meeting
which have taken place over a number of years.
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The town is unique in that several of the town
leaders are builders and that the building industry
supports the town economy. This is much like the
issues faced in small towns in the Northwest
where logging supports the local economy and
preservation of forest land is seen as a challenge
to the employment of many townspeople. In a
small town like Rutland several powerful people
can strongly influence the decisions and votes cast
in local elections. There is an argument that local
developers have the interests of their own town
in their hearts more than outside developers do,
but is that really enough? I hope so.
While the National Park Service definitions of
historic landscapes does not mention of the small
town as a “Historic Landscape Type, ” the
character of many small towns is in danger.
Residential landscape, Estates and Plantations,
Planned Communities, Commons, Squares and
Town Commons all fall under a “type” to be
preserved, but the small town, or for that matter
the city, is not thought of in the same manner,
(Meier, Preserving Historic Landscapes, 1990).
Perhaps this is because these places are so alive
with the people and the personalities that shape
them that they are always changing; perhaps it is
something more nebulous and undefinable. It
seems we are not able to . Hopefully there will be
a day in the near future when the national park
service will recognize this “landscape type” in its
guide for preserving historic landscapes, or
instead maybe some of these places will survive
on their own, with the heart of the residents
beating it’s irregular rhythm through time.
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From working with the small town of Rutland I
have learned a great deal about the way in which
communities function on physical, economic and
social levels. This has given me hope for the future
of small towns across the country, for, as the
people shaped the land in the past, they continue
to sculpt the landscape. The sculpting is not only
a physical activity, but also a governmental
process; achieving preservation through the
creation of a district, the revitalization of a town
center through funding or the prevention of
demolition by an ordinance. What matters is that
towns are taking steps such as these to preserve
their character and mold the future of their
communities with an appreciation and an
understanding of their past.
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Appendix
Historic Preservation
Advisory Council on Historic Preservation
1100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 809
Washington, DC 20004
Tel: 202-606-8503
www.achp.gov
The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation is an independent Federal agency that provides a
forum for influencing Federal activities, programs, and policies as they affect historic resources. The
Council advocates full consideration of historic values in Federal decision-making; reviews Federal
programs and policies to promote effectiveness, coordination, and consistency with national
preservation policies; and recommends administrative and legislative improvements for protecting
our Nation’s heritage with due recognition of other national needs and priorities.
American Association of State and Local History
530 Church St., Suite 600
Nashville, TN 37219
Tel: 615-255-2971
www.aaslh.org
The American Association for State and Local History provides leadership, service, and support for
its members, who preserve and interpret state and local history in order to make the past more
meaningful in American Society.
Heritage Property Investors
National Trust for Historic Preservation
Contact: Elaine Sinburg
Senior Community Development Specialist
7 Fanueil Hall Market Place 4th Flr.
Boston, MA 02109
Tel: 617-523-0885
Web site: www.nthp.org/main/frontline/departments/financial.htm
Provides developers of historic rehab tax credit projects and historic low-income housing tax credit
projects with access to construction and permanent lending sources, and provides technical assistance
with preservation tax credit applications.
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Heritage Tree Grants
Department of Environmental Management
Contact: Rob Goldman
100 Cambridge St 19th Fl
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-3180 ext. 657
Web site: www.state.ma.us.dem/grants.htm
Reimburses costs associated with care (fertilization, pruning, fencing preservation, etc) of large or
historic trees on public land (an exception for private property if the property is identified is an identified
historic site or is accessible to the public). Tree maintenance directly affects downtown revitalization
through aesthetic, economical and public safety benefits. Maximum funding of $5000 and it must be
matched.
Historic Landscape Preservation Grant
Department of Environmental Management
Contact: Kate Lacy
100 Cambridge St 19th Fl
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-3160 ext. 519
Web site: www.state.ma.us.dem/grants.htm
Supports restoration and preservation of historic landscapes listed in, or in certain instances, eligible
for listing on State or National Register of Historic Places. This could include Town Common and
other properties if there was interest in applying for Register listing.
Historic Preservation Certification
Massachusetts Historical Commission
Contact: Ana Latfield
200 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125
Tel: 617-727-8470 ext. 378
Web site: www.magnet.state.ma.us/sec/mhchpp/tsdhpp.htm
Provides a 20% federal income tax credit for the substantial rehabilitation of income-producing
properties listed or eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. All rehabilitation
work must meet the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. A 10% credit exists for
rehabilitation of the non-historic buildings.
Land Trust Alliance
1319 F St., NW, Suite 501
Washington DC 20004-1106
Tel: 202-638-4725
www.lta.org
The Land Trust Alliance promotes voluntary land conservation and strengthens the land trust
movement by providing the leadership, information, skills and resources land trusts need to conserve
land for the benefit of communities and natural systems.
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Massachusetts Historical Commission
220 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125
Tel: 617-727-8470
www.state.ma.us/sec/mhc/mhcidx.htm
The Massachusetts Historical Commission (MHC) is the state historic preservation office and is
authorized by M.G.L. Chapter 9, Section 26-27C to identify, evaluate and protect the Commonwealth’s
important historic and archaeological resources. The MHC administers state and federal preservation
programs, including historic preservation planning (such as assisting communities with listing
properties in the National Register of Historic Places and establishing local historic districts), review
and compliance (including implementation of Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act as
amended), grant assistance, and public information activities. The MHC is also the office of the state
archaeologist.
Mass ReLeaf Grant Program
Department of Environmental Management
Contact: Edith Makra
100 Cambridge St 19th Fl
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-3180 ext. 579
Web site: www.state.ma.us.dem/grants.htm
Funds the purchase of trees for planting in downtown area (public land). Labor must e covered by
community or volunteers. Maximum of $5000 and must be matched.
National Alliance of Preservation Commissions
444 North Capital St., Suite 342
Washington, DC, 20001
Tel: 706-542-4731
National Foundation on the Arts and Humanities
National Endowment for the Arts
Promotion of the Arts-Design Arts
Director Design Arts Program, NEA
1100 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20506,
Tel: 202-682-5437
Web site: www.arts.gov/partner/feddesign.html
Excellence in the design of cities, towns, buildings and landscapes in graphic, interior and product
design is supported. Projects that are funded create design awareness, produce new designs, develop
design talent and otherwise improve the practices and techniques of the disciplines.
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National Park Service Preservation Assistance Program
Department of the Interior
PO Box 37127, Suite 200
Washington, DC, 20013-7127
Tel: 202-343-9578
Web site: www2.cr.nps.gov/pad/fapa_p.
Technical information is provided to assist federal agencies, state and local governments and owners
of certified historic structures to preserve and maintain their historic properties under their jurisdiction
or control.
National Preservation Loan Fund
National Trust for Historical Preservation
7 Fanueil Hall Market Place 4th Flr.
Boston, MA 02109
Tel: 617-523-0885
Web site: www.nthp.org/main/frontline/departments/financial.htm
Provides market rate loans to assist non-profit organizations and public agencies to preserve properties
listed in or eligible for the National Register of Historic places. Funds may be used for the creation of
expansion of local preservation revolving funds, site acquisitions, and rehabilitation work. Specific
funding priorities are established early.
National Trust for Historic Preservation
1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: 800-944-6841
Web site: www.nationaltrust.org
The National Trust for Historic Preservation is a leading advocate and educator for historic preservation
demonstrating that preserving our heritage improves quality of life in America by saving diverse
historic places and revitalizing our communities. The National Trust acts as an information
clearinghouse on preservation practice offers grants, loans, consultation and technical and publications.
Preservation Planning
Massachusetts Historical Commission
Contact: Chris Skelly
220 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125
Tel: 617-727-8470
Web site: www.magnat.state.ma.us/sec/mhc/mhchpp/
Provide technical assistance on a wide range of topics related to historic preservation. Areas on interest
include: historic resources inventories, nominations to the National Register of Historic Places,
development of preservation plans, local historic districts and creation of design guidelines.
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Preservation Projects Fund
Massachusetts Historical Commission
Contact: Elsa Fitzgerald
220 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125
Tel: 617-727-8470
Web site: www.magnat.state.ma.us/sec/mhc/mhchpp/
Provides funding for the acquisition, preservation and rehabilitation of historical places, landscapes
and sites. Eligible properties must be listed in or eligible for State Register of Historic places and be in
municipal or non-profit ownership. Predevelopment projects such as feasibility studies, plans and
specifications, and historic structures reports are also feasible.
Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities
Harrison Gray Otis House
141 Cambridge St.
Boston, MA 02114
Tel: 617-227-3956
Web site: spnea.org/
Founded in 1910 to protect New England’s cultural and architectural heritage, SPNEA is an
internationally known museum and national leader in preservation, research, and innovative
programming. SPNEA is headquartered in Boston, with museums located throughout Connecticut,
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Rhode Island.
Survey and Planning Grants
Massachusetts Historical Commission
Contact: Elsa Fitzgerald
220 Morrissey Blvd.
Boston, MA 02125
Tel: 617-727-8470
Web site: www.magnat.state.ma.us/sec/mhc/mhchpp/
Provides matching grants for preservation planning projects. Eligible activities include; historic
resources surveys, nominations to National Register, and comprehensive historic preservation plans.

Journal
Small Town
Small Towns Institute
PO Box 517
Ellensburg, WA 98926
509-925-1830
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Downtown Revitalization
Community Development Action Grants (CDAG)
Department of Housing & Community Development
Contact: Deidre Walsh
100 Cambridge St., Rm. 1803
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-7001 ext. 456
Web site: www.state.ma.us/dhcd/
Funds economic development projects on publicly owned or managed property including work on
buildings or other street structures, facades, streets roadways, thoroughfares, sidewalks, rail spurs,
utility distribution systems, water and sewer lines, parks, playgrounds; site preparations and
improvements, including demolition of existing structures; relocation assistance; other revitalizations
of the area in which the project is located. Priority is given to the projects that provides substantial
employment or other direct benefit for low-income persons, significantly improve the condition of
low-income neighborhood, or provide reinforcement of other housing or community development
related investments by the Commonwealth.
Community Development Fund
Department of Housing & Community Development
Contact: Bob Shumeyko
100 Cambridge St., Rm. 1803
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-7001 ext. 435
Web site: www.state.ma.us/dhcd/
As part of CGBG money, provides funding for physical improvements to downtowns. Limited to
communities with an existing long-term downtown plan and an existing downtown organization,
subject to approval by DHCD. Must satisfy a national objective.
Local Technical Assistance
US Department of Commerce, Economic Development
Contact: John Kuzma
Curtis Center, Independence Square West, Ste. 140
South Philadelphia, PA 19106
Tel: 215-597-8797
Web site: www.doc.gov/eda/html/locltech.htm
Awards grants to communities or CDC’s for solving specific development problems. Downtown related
examples include: rehabilitation of distressed commercial districts, technical or market feasibility
studies, technical analysis of potential economic development projects, tourism development, minority
enterprise, and skill training. Funds pay for consulting only.
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National Association of Towns and Townships
1522 K St., NW, Suite 730
Washington, DC 20005
Tel: 202-624-3550
Fax: 202-624-3554
Web site: www.natat.org /natat/
Provides technical assistance, educational services, and public policy support to local government
officials of small communities across the country. Conducts, researches and develops public policy
recommendations to help improve the quality of life for people living in small communities.
National Center for Small Communities
444 N. Capitol Street, NW, Suite 208
Washington, DC 20001-1202
Phone: (202) 624-3550
Fax: (202) 624-3554
Web site: natat.org/ncsc/
Organization devoted exclusively to serving the leaders of America’s smaller communities. The mission
of the NCSC is to provide small town decision makers with the tools to govern effectively and the
skills to expand local economies, protect natural resources and preserve community character.
National Main Street Center
1785 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: 202-588-6219
Fax: 202-588-6050
Web site: www.mainst.org
Massachusetts State Coordinator National Main Street Center
Ms. Emmy Hahn, Assistant Director
Downtown Revitalization Program
The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Executive Office of Communities and Development
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-7180 ext. 426
Fax: 617-727-4259
Assists states, communities and others in the revitalization of business districts within a preservation
context. Delivers consultation and information services to states and communities under contract,
Provides information and consultation on downtown revitalization through technical assistance, the
National Main Street Network, conferences, products and Main Street Certification Institute.
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Planning For Growth
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs
Contact: Kurt Gertner
100 Cambridge St 19th Fl.
Boston, MA 02202
El: 617-727-9800 ext. 223
Web site: www.magnet.state.ma.us/envir/eoea.htm
Funds the development for comprehensive growth plan for cities and towns, and the development of
regional plans. Projects must incorporate environmental planning with economic development.
Public Works Economic Development
Executive Office of transport and Construction
Contact: Henry Clay
10 Park Pl.
Boston, MA 02166
Tel: 617-973-7541
Funds for the design, construction, reconstruction of existing and/or newly located public access
roads, streets bridges, curbing, sidewalks, lighting systems, traffic control and service facilities, drainage
systems and culverts associated with municipal economic development opportunities.
Small Town Institute
Third Ave and Poplar St.
PO Box 517
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Tel: 206-925-1830
Collects, assembles and disseminates information of value to small ton planning, revitalization and
environmental programs. Provided research data on such topics as historic preservation and arts
development for small towns, innovative job resources and increasing the quality of life in community
development projects.
Transportation Enhancement Program
EOTC through Regional Planning Associations
Contact: Regional RPA – Central Massachusetts Planning Commission
As part of TEA-21, provides funds for transportation enhancements activities, including a number of
downtown revitalization goals; historic preservation; rehabilitation of historic transportation buildings;
provision of facilities for pedestrians and bicycles; landscaping and other scenic beautification; and
preservation of abandoned railway corridors, including conversion of use for pedestrians and bicycles.
Regional Planning Agencies (RPA’s) review eligibility of projects and set priority recommendations
for the state.
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Urban Self-Help Program
Division of Conservation Services, EOEA
Contact: Joan Robes
100 Cambridge St 14th Fl.
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-1014 est. 1014
Reimburses costs of purchasing park land and or constructing or rehabilitation active recreation
facilities. $50,000 for small towns Regional projects for small towns can be awarded $500,000.

Community Preservation Act
Community Preservation Coalition
33 Union Street, 2nd Floor
Boston, MA 02108
Tel: 617-367-8998
Fax: 617-367-9885 fax
Web site: www.communitypreservation.org/
Enabling legislation allowing cities and towns to provide funding sources for acquisition and
preservation of open scape, creation and support of affordable housing and acquisition and preservation
of historic buildings and landscapes.

Crossover Grants
Peer to Peer Grants
Department of Housing and Community Development
Division of Municipal Development
100 Cambridge St., Rm. 1803
Boston, MA 02202
Tel: 617-727-7001
Web site: www.state.ma.us/dhcd/
Technical assistance program that provides small grants that give 30 hours of technical assistance to
communities or regional planning associations. These grants bring an expert into the area to advise
the community board on their experience with the issue the board is grappling with. Topics include;
economic development studies, downtown revitalization, transportation planning, historic preservation
and training new board members.
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